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Canada I personally know special
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Warden John H. Welch of the
themselves to view; likewise Kansas ment?" I asked.
Mrs. Charles F T. Seavems, Col.
are not common in Ottawa.
Augustus O Thomas, who later was
Having been a reader of your i
and Tennessee.
“They are happy and well man employed in Washington where he
and Mrs. Edwy L. Taylor, Miss Anne State Prison yesterday received a
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various articles on travel lore, which [
We had expected our destination nered. but like all other children of
Townsend. Ralph Wilson, and Mrs. telegram from Deputy Sheriff Pelle
died a few years ago.
tier of St. Francis saying that Fred I have greatly enjoyed. I now sug- j We followed Route 17 toward would be North Bay. but 10 miles that age have their little petty
Julius B. Waterbury.
Tlie present commissioner for
Deschaine, who escaped with Solo- gest that here at home, in Union North Bay marveling at the vast this side of that territory there was quarrels which are soon forgotten .” merly was affiliated with the de
“What do they do for amuse partment as Deputy Commissioner
mon Voisine. alias Frank Roy. on of Knox County, you will fina some- cultivated acres which spread away a sign pointing to Callander on the
flatly on either side of the cement left, and toward that world-famous ment?"
July 3. 1936. had surrendered him
and at one time was superintend
thing surprisingly beautiful and highwav .•Canada.s the flower of community we now directed our
“Oh. they play all sorts of games.
“BROOKE GREGORY SEZ”
self at St. Francis and expressed a
Smooth, close, barber-like
different. I have reference to the • the world .. a genial Scotchman told car. The speedometer said 857 They are especially fond of their ent of Camden and Thomaston
desire to return to prison and serve 200-acre farm of George D. Gerald
schools. His reappointment as com
and without
dlsIoyal
my miles—rather a long distance to
shaves—that's what you get
tricycles, building blocks and minia missioned mast go before the Ex
Brooke Gregcry says he'd the remainder of his term.
located on the Eastern road to Ap- own country j must ffly that he k travel for the sake of seeing five
when you use CLIPSHAVE.
ture horses. They vie earnestly in ecutive Council for confirmation.
rather te a dog in Rockland with
D?schaine was sentenced from pieton one mile from Union Com
The flat, two-way clipping
perhaps not far from the mark
little girls, but with Dr. Allan Roy their games, but are good natured
a tin ran tied to him than to Penobscot County for assaut and
Packard was renamed immedlmon.
head . . . with its V-shaped
Looking over the maps in ad Dafoe in the picture. I indulged in all the while and there Ls always a
live anywhere outside the State battery and had served three years,
atley
upon thc Governor’s return
It would doubtless be interesting vance of our journey I had con- no regrets.
notches . . . shaves heavy
>
of Maine. We really think he one month and 20 days of a fivenurse with them. Their play is all from a week's vacation, part of
to
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to
celvK
,
the
notion
that
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were
Almost without warning we found directed. Thus far they have been
beards as well as light ones.
has something there, but the fart year term when he escaped.
know that probably the largest po- travel over unsurfaced dirt roads, ourselves amid a group of buildings taught French only, but later the which he devoted to fishing in the
No irritation. No blades,
is he wants to lorate here again
Voisine recently was captured tato patch in the county Ls on this and
Moasehead Lake regions.
there mlght
included among which was the British minister of Education will
and to help the idea along we and was brouht back to the prison
brush or soap needed with
farm-seven
acres
in
one
field.
Ten
..
roughlng
it
„
the
„,
wag
whe
re
open today a new department of , July 3. Last week he was ques
Dafoe Hospital for the Dionne quin superintend their educational train
the dog-proof CLIPSHAVE
The Knox and Linncoln Counties'
^uy disappointed, for tuplets. the quins' play-house, the ing ’’
which he has charge, for the sell tioned by state and county officials acres are devoted to the Johnson
—Just plug it in and enjoy
Past Noble Grand Association meets
and
State
of
Maine
beans,
also
some
[
the
road
from
Qttawa
to
North
Bfly
ing of made-to-measure cloth i to determine if he had any knowlhouse in which tlie Quins were born
“Ls there anybody they like better with Mrs. Cora Calder. Trim street.
the advantages of CLIP
ing, custom shirts, office roats ! edge of the murder of Mrs. Ada factory corn.
is nearly all cement or concrete, and the large building which Papa than Dr. Dafoe?"
Camden, tomorrow. Visiting mem
SHAVING.
and industrial uniforms. lie Milks, 86-year-old Camden recluse, What I set out to stress from a and for the most part as straight as Olliva Dionne uses for the sale cf
The doctor hung hLs head rather bers will take sweets and dishes.
will personally call on the trade, at her home a few days after he [ beauty standpoint is the Green the crow flies. No bothersome inter refreshments and souvenirs His sheepishly and the suspicion of a
making special appointments i and Deschaine made their get-away. Mountain potatoes. These will be sections outside of the few towns autographs are freely given at 25 blush crept over his keen features.
when desired. All goods will be ( He was questioned for five hours in full bloom about July 23 and along the way, level as the house cents each, but this we did not suc
I hinted at the possibility of see YOUR FAVORITE POEM
of our usual high standard and and authorities declined to make should be seen when the sun is floor and altogether a Paradise for ceed in getting, because the father- ing the children before they made
If I had my life to live again I would
have our regular guarantee of J any statement when they had fin- shining on them, as the blossoms the motorist.
of-five-at-once was sompwhere in their public appearance, but. as I have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at leaat
satisfaction.
The ftranger traveling in the the lower part of the Province on had fully expected, there was noth once
| ished with him. They did say they after sunset close like a lily. Sea of
a week The loss of these taste*
green with white flowers will des Province of Ontario is impressed by business. We did, however, secure ing doing along that line.
ls a loss of happiness —Charles Darwin
GREGORY'S
would like to talk with Deschaine. cribe it.
three things—the vast level farms, the autograph of Elzire Dionne, the
“They can be seen at 3 o’clock,"
Prison Officers J. Irving Thomp
TO A PIONEER MOTHER
If you or your friends care to the absence of woodlands, and the world's most famous mother.
was the reply; “unless it rains. You Your quiet face smiles down the kindly
son and Elmer F. Ingalls went to
see this, call at the residence. You houses. The last named are pre
years.
want to pray that it doesn't rain."
St. Francis for Deschaina this will
Sorrow With the Sunshine
Years that you walked with consum
find Mr. Gerald a sociable, | dominately constructed of brick or
mating grace
morning.
Threats
of
Kidnaping
genial farmer who will gladly show stone, many of them decidedly or
In the center of the encampment
When von with visionary eyes beheld
The
smoke
of future homes blow by
And
I
also
found
that
personal
you about and cheerfully answer namental; and a third class made flew the British flag at half staff
your face.
LIGHT BLUEBERRY CROP
“Why is that?” I asked. And souvenirs of the children are unob In wilderness you reared small girls and
your questions. The writer believes from split logs, chinked with some
boys.
learned that on that day had sud tainable. "If we had gone into You baked
their bread and made en
Harvesting Begins This Week — you will feel well repaid for any ef sort of a white cement.
chantment live
that" said Dr. Dafoe, "there
denly
come
the
death
of
John
fort
you
make.
The gardens were not so far ad
Frost Caused Considerable Blight
Through tales of knights and tourna
wouldn't have been anything left of
One Who Knows
ments and love
vanced as I had thought they would Gagne called by some a guide, but
There on the plains—and that was
the
play-house
or
nursery.
”
in
reality
one
of
th4
three
police

Union, July 18
A.
M.
G.
Soule,
chief
of
the
In

be,
judged
from
my
former
visit.
much to give!
AT TAKE-IT-AWAY PRICES
But speaking of souvenirs, Dr.
men who guarded the quintuplets
spection Division of the Department
You
pioneered,
with clear eyes on the
Where Horses Still Shy
against kidnaping threa'.s and other Dafoe had one on his person, a
Everett Blethen has entered the
stars.
of Agriculture, said Saturday Maine
Brick, Slate, Doors, Windows, Lumber, Radiators,
might have green fields, high
Arnprior Ls the first town of con passible dangers. Dr. Dafoe told me little flower for his buttonhole, That they
farmers would start harvesting a employ of the Bicknell Manufachills, and sun. '
Complete Heating System
sequence, outside of Ottawa, and at later that Gagne had been suffer picked by one of the Dionne chil Breathe deeply of the good earth smella
lighter than normal blueberry crop turing Co.
and take
Glascott’s Cafe in John street wc ing from gall trouble, and had not dren. “They do that every day.” he Into their
blood life urge you had be
this week.
Material from the Woolworth Building, Main St.,
'
gun.
paused for what proved to be a de been well for some time. He was 64 said proudly.
Soule
said
there
had
been
"con
You
gave
them pride ln thia, their
Rockland, now being dismantled.
Have there ever been any threats
licious breakfast, served by a young years old and left four children, one
wide-spaced land,
siderable blight between the blassom
You
taught
them to be brave and
woman, who took amazingly short of whom. Dr Dafoe said, was an made against the children?”
and fruiting, apparently from frost,”
proud and free;
Apply on premises, starting July 18
infant,
one
week
old.
“
Yes.
kidnaping
threats
were
Now may you daughters' daughters
Union, Maine, Route 17 and quick steps, but who was the
A staff of inspectors was dis
keep the faith
Passing up the home of the quin made when they were a year old,
patched to various parts of the One of the Most Beautiful Scenic soul of courtesy and efficiency.
With dreams you cherished—this be
P. T. BERESFORD, Contractor
tuplets
for
the
moment,
we
asicd
come*
our plea I
The cement highway ended at Arn
Views in the World
State to pass on the crop als it Lf
(Continued on Page Seven)
—Helen Welshlmer
85*86 prior and had taken us 43 miles; the location of Dr. Dafoe's home,
85-87
harvested.
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Night Was Stormy

Leforest A. Thurston Will Be the General Two Rockland Pilgrims Visit Shrine Of InterChairman—Drive Will Start Aug. 1

nationally Famous Dionne Sisters

OAKLAND PARK

Is Named Again

Convict Surrenders
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GREGORYS

BUILDING MATERIAL
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VISIT GLEASON HILL
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William 0. Porter

“Disgusted Voter”
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Touch not mine anointed.
Chron. 16: 22.

Every-OtKer-Day
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Death of Former Rockland Says That Workers Are
1
Tired of Being Pestered
Boy Who Had Achieved
By Ed Moran
Success In New York

Farmers Will Lead

KNOX TWILIGHT LEAGUE
St. George Captures An Easy Pair—Rockport
and Waldoboro Split

Cl

, Asks Many Questions
But Some Are Not Easy To
Answer, Believe It Or
Not Ripley

A Grandstand Smoke
at a
Bleacher Price

Tlie remains of William O. Porter, Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
It is stated on good authority that
who died last Wednesday at Blue
I wonder If tlie city of Rockland
Roger Babson, Economist Point . Long Island, N. Y. were 'E<i Moran and his WP A army is
This Week's Games
Simmons went the entire distance wouldn't be better off if her city,
and Broadcaster, Makes brought to this city Sunday fore- again about to take tlie field. This
Tonight—Camden at St. George: for St. George and kept the hits charter were discarded and tlie
OUR dime Mrs the price is right.
noon and interment was made in ,im<‘ t0 campaign for Dubord for
Interesting Prediction
quite well scattered.
Thomaston at Rockport.
town manager form of government
Your taste says the tobacco's right.
Achorn cemetery. Tne following Congress. Their plan of campaign
They're
both right... and you're right
Dwyer.
Monaghan
and
E.
Crock

Wednesday — Rockport at St.
was
put
into
effect?
Would
it
cost
Commenting on a recent trip he obituary mention appeared in ihe
when you choose SENSATION ... the
ett did some classy work in tlie out
is (don't laugh folks) to persuade George.
cigarette that ii«es up to its name.
made through the farmbelt of the Ne w York Times of Friday:
tlie taxpayers less? Would there be I
Thursday—Waldoboro at Chtn- field. Collamore's one-hand catch of
Republican voters to swing over
Copyright. laaa.byp LorlllartCo.
Middle West, Roger W. Babson,
more
efficiency?
Would
it
(be
more
Davidson's liner, resulting in a
"William O. Porter, vice president and vote for Dubord, giving as a den.
noted economist and business fore
of the Premium Service Company reason for them to do so. some sort
Friday—Thomaston at St. George. double play was one of the best democratic? How would it compare
caster. expressed himself as being
of 7 West Eighteenth street, Man of foolish assurance that Dubord
Saturday—Camden at Rockport. plays seen on the Rockport ground generally speaking witli the presen| j
encouraged by th? prospects of good
the city of Rockland in debt? Are things I'd like to know. Would the
• • • *
this season. The score:
hattan, died Wednesday night at can help Rockland get a govern
form of government? Arc tlie cities
crops. He said:
there
any departments in our city town manager form of government
St.
George
his home in Blue Point at the age ment shipyard here.
Waldoboro and Rockport split
that have adopted the town mana government tliat could be done be better?
"When first I started collecting
e
ab r bh tb PO
of 43.
Ed
has
an
idea
that
he
and
Msj
their
double-header
at
Waldoboro
business statistics 35 years ago. the
Would some one through the
0 ger form of government better off away with and put under one head?
6 1 3 3 0
"Born at Rockland. Me., he had WPA helpers can persuade good Sunday. Rockport taking the first Ricker. 2b
most important figures were crop
°l today, tlian they were while carry- . Gould there be more economy in the medium of this paper tell me what
lived in Blue Point for the last 18 Republicans to vote Democratic. game 7 to 6 (10 innings), and Wal Davidson, lb .. 4 2 2 2 7
forecasts. All other barometers,
years. For the last four years, he While as a matter of fact he can doboro copping the nightcap 9 to 4. Monaghan, If.. 1 0 0 0 2
0 ing on under a city form of govern city government? Have we any new he thinks and knows?
such as car loadings, retail trade,
Dwyer, cf ..... 4 2 2 2 4
served on the Blue Point Board of not persuade even half the Demo
0 I ment? Such as Bangor and Port and extensive business here? Has
Carlton H. Ripley
6teel operations and new financing,
any great effort been made to ob
o
M. Simmons, p 5 2 2 3 1
Education. He was a member of crats to vote his way. as witness
land.
were secondary. If crops were good,
tain any new business? In the
0I
South Lodge, F A M. of Patchogue. the three major defeats he and his i munity Park should be cut. The Mackie, c ....... 5 2 2 4 3
business was sure to be good, In
0 I Have they cut down the cost of event that business picks up in good
"After attending High School at WiP.A, army has sustained in less outfielder was knee deep in it Sun Wiley, ss ........ 5 1 2 2 3
operation? Have they lowered their
H
those days, if farmers had a good
HEL
I.Simmons,lf.3b 4 0 2 2 1
Rockland. Me., he studied at Pratt than a year. Tlie larger part of day.
ll tax rates? Have they made tlieir shape, would we have any thing to
crop, they had money to spend.
pick up?
Smith. 3b ..... 3 0 1 1 0
o:
credit standings any better? Would
This in turn made business good. Institute in Brooklyn. He had been | the Democratic party has swung
Hunk, rf ........ 2 0 0 0 0
associated with the Premium Serv- j away from him disgusted with th?
Eyerythini from Soup lo Nuto
Does the average business man
the people of Rockland be satis
Car loadings, retail trade and other
The stomach ahould difast two pound* of food
Hawkins. If. lb 5 0 1 1 4
daUj. When you eat henry. freaiT, coaraa or rich
ice Company for the last 16 years, way he has tried to run things. As
make
enough
in
the
summer
fied with the town manager form of
barometers automatically went up.
i player in the League, and is one of
foods or when you are nervous, hurried or they
•
-i--------- — —
—your atomarh poura out too much fluid.
government? Why have some of months to carry him through the poorly
“However, many believe that all, "Surviving
.
.are his widow, two , Postmaster of this city he is not the best sports. He would be vastly
Tour food doesn't difeet and you hare <aa. heart
20
27
44
10
17
burn.
nausea, pain or tour stomach. You feel tour,
t^at has changed now. Since the I
and * daughter- a11 of Blue; supposed to meddle with politics. missed from the St George line-up.
winter?
Could
tlie
city
of
Rock

our larger cities and towns adopted
sick and upiet all orer.
Rockport
j Point; his parents and a sister. Mrs But try and stop him
Doctora say never take a 1 entire for stomach
•
•
•
•
land
be
improved
in
any
way?
tills
form
of
city
administration?
drpression. there has been a new
pain. It la dangerous and foolish. It takes those
little black tablets called Hell ana for IndlfeeUon
ab r bh tb IX)
Now a word about these W P.A.
Please don't get the impression to
Is our tax rate too high in Rock
St. George 10. Rockland 5
Bake the exoeea itomach fluids harmleai. rellera
met nod of figuring the eflect of E. French of Camden. Me.”
distress ln 6 minutes and put you back on your
Woodward. If .. 4 0 1 1 0
"Sales
Promotion."
a
New
York
workers
that
are
connected
with
tliat
I'm
casting
reflections
at
any
land.
or
is
the
valuation
too
high?
feet ltellaf ls so quick It la amaalna and one 3fc>
crops. Many arc pessimistic when
Mackie displayed unusual wild
Collamore. ss .. 4 0 0 0 4
Are our roads in good condition? Is , one. I'm not. These are Just a few package proves IL Ask tor Bell-ana fur Indigestion.
(respects favor a bumper harvest, paper devoted to merchandise ad- the so called "Moran group,” of ness in Sunday's game at Com
Starr. 2b ........ 4 0 2 2 1
vertLsing. had this to say about the the Democratic party. They are
wnile a crop failure is regarded
munity Park, but was too many
deceased in a recent issue:
4 0 1 2 3
all. or nearly all. foremen, sub guns for the Pirates, and was well j Miller. 3b
as an optimistic sign. The New Deal
i E. Crockett, cf 4 0 1 1 3
"William Orbeton Porter, vice foreman. and timekeepers and
‘scarcity t'.- :-oty' has unconsciously
I supported by his team-mates who
! Graffam, lb .... 4 1 1 2 10
gene over with some of the young- r president of the Premium Service skilled laborers on WP A. Personal- whanged the horsehide for a total
Co..
Inc.,
is
one
of
the
most
imly it looks to me as if they obtained of x bases Leading this assault Turner, c ....... 4 0 1 1 3
generation.
4 0 1 1 2
.........„
_
,and hold their ratings b>' doing was the effervescent Jit Ricker who i Gross, rf. p
Cram,
p
........
1 0 0 0 0
section should share in the good Unlted Stat€s
He has a keen politicial work for the Moran group
the flrst ball pit<.hcd far out
1938 growing conditions. The pro- sen5e of va^ues ln Premlum mer’ This is also the opinion of a large into the right field aquarium for a Merrill, rf ..... 2 0 0 0 1
vious stricken Dakotas, eastern chandisc and
a11 the bu-vine j i*rcentage of the voters; in fact homer. This he followed with a
36 1 8 10 27
Montana, western Iowa. Nebraska for hks corPoration which functions it Ls common talk along Main street, single and a double. Not far be
and the Oklahoma-Texas-Colorado as lhe premium bureau for
Now all W P. A. workers have been hind him in this batting barrage St. George..... 00314200
Dust Bow! are all in good shape So of Iarg“ and middle sized corpora- warned by State Administrator was "Rabbit" Wiley, who is not only Rockport ..... 01000000
Two base hits. Miller. Graffam, M.
while total farm buying power will ti01L'' among which are such houscs Htzgerald as well as National Ad- a sweet little shortstop, but who has
be somewhat less tlian last year. as Lcver Brai Co
MUk Salcs ministrator Hopkins not to meddle evidently taken a correspondence Simmons. Three base hit. Mackie.
its even distribution will be a stimu- CorP°rat‘on and Skinner Manufac- in future, in ar.y way. with politics, course in hitting. A single, double Base on balls, off Cram 1. Struck
lus to better business evenwhere ,uriug Company
premium m spite of this warning however and triple went to his credit Sun out. by Simmons 2, by Cram 2.
this fall"
volume bought by Mr. Porter each Moran is shortly ordering his army day. A triple by Karl and a home Double play. Collamore and Graf
fam. Umpires, Graffam and Dyer.
The only fly in the ointment as year naturally * ver>' la^
(out to work in behalf of Dubord.
run by Thomas were the batting Scorer, Winslow.
Babson sees it, is the decline in
"Mr Portcr U very activc in thc Man-V of
workers are unwill- honors by the Pirates.
You would expect that
the buying power of the farmers Prcmiurn Advertising Association of mg workers, but what can they
The fielding stars were Perry and
of a man who owns Lis
products as compared with the America. Inc., and its conventions do? They have noted the fate that I Maurice Simmons, the former acown business.
things he must buv. Industrial and in th<?
and West Premium overlook certain others of the group, cepting nine of his 11 chances and
wage scales, freight rates, taxes and Sbcws' He has worked ln the ex’ that
in thf P®51 "kicked over the latter all of his nine.
Your Nation-Wide
So Says Negro Arrested In
McBride, the colored boy from
overhead prevent the price of man ecutive committee of the show for the traces;'
GROCER is ever on the
several years. He has served the
There
is
hardly
a
month
goes
by
Bangor
As
a
Suspicious
Texas, who made an inauspicious
ufactured articles from following
alert to take care of your
the law of supply and demand aslpremlum industry for 15 years b that one or more of these W P.A. -,tart at Camden, was given another
Character
one
of
the
best
liked
personalities
needs. He knows that upon
workers is not around in every ward chance, and made good with a brisensitively as do farm products
your continued good will
Farm prices are off 28 percent from in the ,ra<k and “ 35 6table and pestering the voters to pledge their Uant' running catch ln right field,
Booker T. Bennett, a negro, who
a year ago and products the d.ependa^Senile hills
vote to this that and the other fool: u,e score:
depends the success of his
claimed to have his home in Union,
Maine. where he was reared
scheme of some sort, tliat Moran is
which appeared somewhat doubtful
St. George
•tore.
farmer must buy are down only
"In his hours off Mr Porter is a interested in. In fact they are fast
to investigating officers, was ar
seven percent. Summing up his
ab r bh tb PO
sailor
and fisherman, living at Blue becoming pests in every ward in the
raigned in Bangor municipal court
QUAKER
observations. Babson declares:
Ricker. 3b....... 5 2 3 7 1
0 yesterday on charge of loitering on
"The old-fahioned theory that Point. Long Island, on the Great city. Ls it any wonder that the Davidson, lb .. 4 0 2 2 8
. PKG 10c
PUFFED RICE . .
p Bangor & Aroostook railroad propgood crops and low money mean South Bay. where his fondness for voters are getting tired of being Monaghan, cf 1 0 0 0 0
water
sports
has
ample
scope
for
pestered
constantly
in
this
way.
q
erty
at
Northern
Maine
Junction.
better busines still holds. Investors
Dwyer, cf ...... 4 0 0 0 5
QUAKER
expression. But his first passion un
0 As the officials wished to investigate
(PLAIN or CHOCOLATE)
take note that the mail-order com
M Simmons. 2b 4 2 1 1 3
doubtedly
is
working
out
the
fasMUFFETS
. . . 2pkgs19c
panies. farm-tool makers, and
Mackie, p ....... 4 1 1 1 0 2 0 ! bis record- Judge Stevens sentenced
granger railroad., will be the biggest "nating ‘«*nique
£al<* Pr°™- of anyone telling me how I should j Wiley, ss ......
LGE
5 2 3 6 2 1 j j him to ten days in jail.
tion'
SILVER NIP
vote or trying to get my pledge to, IJsi
^moni> If 5 1 1 1 3 1 0
Tlie man carried a knapsack when
CAN
commercial beneficiaries.
Simmons,
The parents and other relatives vote their way. So if I am
2naons23c
“Sales managers must not be
Smith, c ......... 4 1 1 1 4 0 1 arrested by Deputj- Sheriff George
GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE
.
fooled by the present decline in , have the deepest sympathy of their preached again by any of Moran s Hawkins, rf .... 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 Megquier. who is also a railroad derural business from a year ago. many Rockland friends, who have WPA. army asking me to pledge Hunk, rf ......... 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 tective, and an investigation of its
GOLDEN HARVES1
_ contents disclosed three heavy iron
Later this summer and early this watched with much pride the my vote to Dubord or anyone else.
JELLIES FLAVORS . . 21°a?sz19c
fall the farm area-, will be the best marked success which followed the they are going to get a flat refusal
3 Implements which would be regard
41 10 13 20 27
markets for manufactured goods father after his location ln New and a P°lit€ invitation not to call
ed as very useful if one happened to
Rockland
GOLD FLAKE
have an impulse to break into a
My forecast is that the farmer will York, and the brilliant career which around again with their politicial
ab r bh tb PO
was
cut
short
by
the
untimely
begging.
Let
them
keep
their
place
. 1jar15c
house,
a
store,
or
a
railroad
car.
lead the nation out of the recession |
PEANUT BUTTER .
Perry, ss ..... 3 0 0 0 2
CUT-RITE
| demise of the son.
and do the work that they arc paid
In the knapsack also were five sets
of 1938! '
W'bach. 3b .... 4 0 1 1 1
WAXED
for. Which is certainly not in go
of shorts, new. with price tags on
VALLET
Pendleton, lb
4 1 0 0 12
RED HAIR AND FRECKLES
SWEET MIXED
ing out arM doing political work for
them, and shirts with price tags af
2m°rs19c
Flanagan, c .... 3 1 0 0 2
PICKLES
PLAIN DILL
r
IV bb 40 soua
SWEET CHOW
Ed Moran, or the Democratic party.
fixed. Bennett told Officer Megquier
How They Will Enable Some Boy Fellow citizens and voters, how do Thomas. If .... 4 2 2 5 I
some conflicting stories as to his
Karl, 2b ......... 3 0 1 3 2
WHI1E HOUSE
To Get Nice Free Trip
you feel about the matter?
manner of securing possession of the
Veteran Steamboat Man
40 FOOT
ECONOMY
Gardner, rf .... 2 0 0 0 2
articles.
.
LB 23c
Disgusted Voter
COFFEE
ROLLS
|
*
PKG
Steams Once More Down On? hundred and fifteen red
McBride, rf .... 1 1 0 0 1
Officer John P. Barnes, in charge
headed, freckle faced boys have
Lord, cf ......... 4 0 2 2 3
the Penobscot
DOLE’S
of the new bureau, had the finger
offliclally entered the Maine PotaHeal, p .......... 4 0 0 0 0
print record of Bennett when he
A. E. Rawley of Hampden, for 23 t0 Boy Contest which closed July :
PINEAPPLE GEMS 2 CANS 25c
was in for shelter in April. The
years captain of the Steamship, 15 t]lc Maine Development Com- ; U/:|l Ann„,, Ai Camrion
31 5 6 11 27 12 3 fingerprints were forwarded then to
Belfast of the Bangor-Boston run. mission said. Coming from 10 of
(
c
II St. George ... 3 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 3—10
Sunday made his first trip on the the 16 counties and ranging in age,
Thursday In It S a Small Rockland .. . 000100103—5 the federal bureau of criminal in
vestigation at Washington and the
Penobscot since tlie Eastern Steam from 7 to 11 the contestants will
World”
Two base hits. Ricker, Wiley return report shows that Bennet,
ship Company discontinued its s?rv- provide plenty of material for the :
Three base hits. Wiley. Karl. Home had a previous criminal record,
ice for Maine This time he was judges to work on.
The Yale Puppeteers. America's runs, Thomas. Ricker. Base on ball,,
having been sentenced at Auburn,
not traveling in an official capacity,
Practically all of the youngsters J foremost adult puppet company, off Mackie 5. off Heall 6. Struck
but as the guest of Dr. Maurice have flaming red hair and thou- - will present new musical revue. "It's out. by Mackie 4. by Heal 1. Hit by Me., to a term of two to four years
King of Bangor on his yacht- "The sands of freckles with a great vari- A Small World Thursday at Cam pitcher, Monaghan. Double plays. ln State Prison for breaking and
larceny and also sentenced to the
Viking.”
ety of smiles and other facial archi den Opera House.
M Simmons and Davidson; Win men's reformatory for larceny of
Capt. Rawley and his crew made tecture. As all contestants are re
Made up of 20 topical scenes and chenbach and Pendleton; Winchenautomobile. The man had also
their last trip in the Belfast Dec. quired to submit photographs the cast of over 50 amazing. U,portrait bach' Karl and Pendlelon' UmPirps an
been sentenced on a serious as.sault
27 1935. The Interstate Commerce final method of judging will not ( puppets of the world s notables, the Masher and Smith. Scorer. Winslow. ch
He was released from prison
Commission and Public Utilities be announced until these are re- new show has music and lyrics by
• • •«
“ _
LA CHOY
SL George 10. Rockport 1
ln IW.-Bangor Commercial
Commission of Maine had given the ceived, it was said.
j Forman Brown and marionettes by
1 Can NOODLES
27<
COMBINATION 1 Can CHOP SUEY
company permission to discontinue
The winner who must resemble' Harry Burnett. As fresh as today's
The team from Tenant's Harbor
FEATHER
BEDS
its service between Bangor and the Potato Boy used in last fall's, headline news, the revu? satarizes pounded Cram all over the lot at 1
,
Now is the time to have your
BOY-AR-DEE
Boston. Both captain and crew advertising campaign will be given Hitler. Mussolini, the Emperor of, Rockport Saturday afternoon, and Fcalher ij,,,! made into Mattresse;
were very grave as th? 'big white a trip to Eastern States Exposition. Japan and combines them with was scarcely more considerate of and Pillows. Also Hair Mattresses
31c
SPAGHETTI DINNERS
filer' swung away from the wharf Springfield. Mass , as well as na- Mrs. Roosevelt. Whitlser’s ‘Mother.’ Grass, who followed him. It is only made over. Drop a postal to
OLD DUTCH
NATION-WIDE
A. F. IRELAND
at Winterport, which had been the , tionwide fame through newspapers, Mrs. Harkness and her panda. fair to both pitchers to say that j
PKGS
they
had
poor
support.
Maurice
P.
O.
BOX
63,
THOMASTON,
ME.
terminus on this occasion, and magazines, newsreels and other George Bernard Shaw. John L.
PAPER NAPKINS .
(80 ««ch)
headed for Penobscot Bay. They mediums.
Lewis and a host of others.
were not given to expressing senti
“It's A Small World" is scheduled
SPLENDID
GOES FURTHER, DOESN'I SCRATCH
ment, but they knew that they
for presentation on Broadway early
TALL AW
BECAUSE IT’S MADE WITH
RED
SALMON
.
can
27c
would miss their daily trips on th?
in November at the Little Theatre
SEISMOTITE
Penobscot—tliat a picturesque chap
and will be toured by th? Yale Pup
HORMEL
ter in Maine hLstory was ended
peteers on a transcontinental trek
and home-makers "to-be”—
Since then, Capt, Rawley said
CAN 29c
cans
to the West Coast early next year.
SPAM ....
he has been living quietly in his
Belying their collegiate name the
Hampden home. He was ill for
DINIY MOORE
Yale Puppeteers have been profes
LGE
several months last winter but is
iotk, maluL bsihi/L
sionally presenting adult marionette
BEEF STEW . .
CAN 19c
now greatly improved.
shows for the past decade. Organ
Capt. and Mr.,. Rawley; tlieir son
ized by Harry Burnett, Forman
IANGLE FOOT
and daughter-in-law. Mr. and Mrs.
Brown and Robert Henderson when
Aalad^ w
l
°cuaanr1 49c
Fred T Clark; Reginald Clark and
FLY SPRAY . .
the three were students at the UniNATION-WIDE
Mrs. Pauline Goodwin motored yes
versity of Michigan, the company
THREE CROW
terday forenoon from Hampden
has become internationally famous
1 LB
Highlands to Belfast. There they
because of their skilled productions.
EPSOM SALTS .
PKG 9<
ASSORTED FLAVORS
were met by Dr and Mrs. King and
After graduation Burnett attended
Miss Constance King; and at 2 p. '
the Yale Drama School under the
NAIlON-WIDE
m. members of the party boarded j
1000 SHEET
supervision of t!iK late great George
TOILET PAPER 6 ROLLS 25c
the "Tlie Viking."
PKGS
Pierce Baker, hence th? Yale name.
A sou tli wind made the bay chop
Originality is the keynote of all
Included in
py. but it became smooth after
their shows.—adv.
Fort Point was paved And the
Cooking School at Park Theatre
trip up the Penobscot brought to
Lawn mowers sharpened. Will
83T89
Capt. Rawley many fond reeollec- I
call for and deliver. John L. Beaton,
tions. —Bangor Daily News
|
tel. 421-W. 65 Oliver St. city. 84-86
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Every-Other-Day
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Tlie new destroyer Sampson, built
by the Bath Iron Works, is due here
today for trial on the Rockland
course.

wa

JULY

Eleanor, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Snow Hall, Ocean street, fell Sun
day, fracturing her leg—the second
1938 |time
llas bcen fracturcd since
December.

SUN 4ON ruEs WED nIU FRI SAT

'TV

" 1 7

3 4 5 6 7r 8 9
10 11 12 13 I 415 16
17 18 19 20 2 122 23
25 26 27 2 829 30

It looked like old times at the
Maine Central Station Saturday
when 10 Pullman cars disgorged
r occupants. The passengers
were bound for various summer re-)
sorts in this vicinity.

Dave Rubenstein of Talbot ave
nue had a surprise visit from his
brother Simion who left Rockland
24 years ago. He represents Waitt
& Bond Inc., manufacturers of the
Blackstone cigars. He is married
and has two grown sons. He was
THEIR accompanied to Rockland by his
wife.

TALK OF THE TOWN

“COMING
EVENTS
CAST
SHADOWS BEFORE"
July 21—Martinsville—Silver tea by
Ladles Circle on the Bachelder lawn.
July 21—Maine Municipal Association
meets at the Community building
July 23— Vinal Haven —Marguerite
Chapter OES fair
July 24—Rockport—Concert by Curtis
String Quartet at Bells' Boat Barn
July 2S Thomaston—Annual meet
ing of Knox Memorial Association at
Montpelier
July 26—Camden—Yale Puppeteers
at Opera House.
July 27—Thomaston—Annual concert
at the Baptist Church.
July 27-Aug 7—Union—Revival meet
ings at Church of the Nazarene
July 27— Rockport —Baptist Ladles
Circle midsummer fair.
July 28 Tenants Harbor—Rebekah
Sewing Circle fair.
July 29—Waldoboro- Lawn party of
Woman's Club at Mrs Maude Clark
Gay's.
Aug. 3-6—Rockport—Regatta-Sports
men's Show
Aug. 3—Camden Annual bazaar of
St. Thomas parish
Aug 3—Camden—Ted Shawn and hla
men dancers at Opera House.
Aug 7—Rockport—Concert by Curtis
String Quartet at Bells' Boat R*rn.
Aug 9—Rockport—Open meeting of
Oarden Club at Chase home. Beech Hill
Aug. 9—Eastern Star Field Day at
Penobscot View Orange hall. Glen Cove
Aug 9—Camden "The Gondoliers”
by Gilbert & Sullivan Co, at Opera
House
Aug 19—Owls Head—Church fair at
Library Building
Aug 12—South Thomaston—Wessa
weskeag Grange carnival and fair
Aug 17-18— Thomaston Legion Fair
Aug 18—Hope Orange fair at.Hope
Corner.
Aug 18—Warren—Annual concert by
Baptlat Choir.
Aug 21—Rockport —Concert by Cur
tis String Quartet at Bril'. Boat Barn
Aug 26—Camden Ruth St. Denis
and her dancers at Opera House.

KNOX BIRTHDAY
All Knox County Ls holding
open hougf next Monday at
Montpelier, Thomaston, in com
memoration of the birthday
of General Knox. Exercises will
be held at the grave at 8.30. the
annual meeting of the Knox Me
morial Association at 10.30 and
at 3 p. m. Col. Robert J. Halpin.
Fifth Infantry. U. 8. Army, will
deliver the address on “Our
Ameriran Heritage." The gar
den clubs of the county will be
in charge of decorations, Mrs. E.
Stewart Orbeton. chairman. The
mansion will be open for public
inspection from 10 a. m. to 6 p. m.

Several students of Gorham Nor
mal Summer School were conveyed
by bus and several cars to Pine
Point near Old Orchard for a clam
bake Thursday.
Many enjoyed
swimming and relays of various
kinds. Among those attending the
summer school are: Miss Elsie Bur
bank of Rockland. Mrs. Susie Buck
minster of Rockport, the Misses Alice
and Elinor Barbour and Mrs Myr
tle Conary all of Deer Isle; Mrs
Celia Gross. Mrs. Carrie Perry and
Miss Ida Winchenbach. all of WalKnox Aerie. POE meets tonight. loboro; Miss Charlotte Dyer of
Thomaston. Miss Doris Colby of
Baraca Class of the Methodist Cooper's Mills, Miss Winifred Lamb
Church will hold a picnic Wednes of Lincolnville, Miss Claribel An
day afternoon at the State Par' drews of Tenant's Harbor, and Miss
bi Camden.
Lennie Hambro of Northeast Harbor
Mrs. Faith Ulmer Brown Ls at
Knox Hospital as the result of a fall
ln the Post Office yesterday. One
of her ankles was broken.
■Ml' >t - • i------Among the 12 appointments to the
Reserve Corps announced in Washington, D. C., Saturday was that of
Charles H. Low of Camden.

The boat racing being held each
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock
through July and August at the
public landing, has been witnessed
by many interested spectators. In
the first race Fred Jealous of
Thomaston came ln first and J.
Alton Perry, second, in the centerboard boats. In the second race,
keel boats, the winner was Victor
Ramsdell with Peter West, runnerup. Last Sunday Earl Bickmore
came in first in the centerboard
race, others following in this order:
Fred Haskell, Fred Jealous, Charles
Merritt. Robert Hills, J. Alton
Perry. Robert Blackman and Ivan
Rackliffe There is lively compe
tition in the small boat races and
they provide interesting entertain
ment for the many patrons at the
landing.

i

j
(

Charles T. Smalley will be guest
speaker at the Lions meeting tomor
row. He will give some interesting
sidelights of hLs recent trip to the
Shriners Convention in Los Angeles. ■

Ralph P. Conant has completed a
week's vacation from Willis Ayer's
store and will entertain the “heck- i
lers" until the boss gets back from Gaspc.

Deputy Marshal Walter J. Pern- ,
aid has resumed his duties after a
fortnight's vacation, which vyis
BORN
spent largely at the Elwell Tonsorial
Ilorhe—At Knox Hospital. July 13. to
Emporium.
Mr and Mrs Herbert Hoche ol Rock
port. twin sons—George Edward, and
Herbert Warrlner
Sukeforth—At Portland, July 15. to
Mr and Mrs Clyde Sukeforth ot Wal
doboro, a daughter.

Practice brushes at Old Orchard
Sunday gave the railblrds an inkling
of the thrills they were to get from
the eight days of Grand Circuit
racing. Federal, the Machias-owned
Sullivan and Mawhlnney wiggler
showed his heels to the free-for-all
pace field in straight heats, tacking
up a 2.02 mile for the best perform
ance of the day. Henry E. Clukcy
of Rockland was in the driver's seat.

MARRIED
DeC.raw-Stohl—At Bremen. July 14.
by Rev Oscar G Barnard. John B De
Oraw of Montague. N J and Mbs
Frances E Stahl of Bremen
Knowlton-Cermier—At Camden. July
16. Rev Weston P. Holman. Albert E.
Knowlton and Julia Cormier, both of
Camden.
Coffin-lime— At North Haven. July
16. by Rev Albion P. Beverage. John
R. Coffin of Ashland and Miss MarJorle
C Ruse of North Haven
Keyes-Overloek—At Waldoboro. June
4. by Rev C Clayton Overman. Ken
neth S Keyes of Thomaston, and Miss
Edna M. Overlook of Warren.
Rhodcs-Rlark—At Rye. N H . March
26 Stewart Rhodes of Rockport and
Miss Catherine B Black of Rockland
Watson-Morse—At Thomaston. July
15. bv Rev H S Kllborn Raymond
Watson of Rorkland and Miss Virginia
Morse of Thomaston.

The Gooch Welding Co. ls oper
ating in this city, removing hero
from Boston where it had been
established since 1919. The homo
of the firm is in the quarters of the
Rockland Welding Co., operated by
the late M. S. Dick. The proprietor
of the new enterprise has been in
tlie welding business since 1910 and
on his own since 1919. He has
highly commendatory letters relat
ing to his skill from many Greater
Boston firms, including the Boston
Elevated. Boston Herald, etc. He is,
an expert acetylene welder, black
smith and machinist. The telephone
is 1055. Mr. Gooch has moved his
family to Knox County, living at
present in Tenant's Harbor.

DIED
Shapiro—At Rockland. July 14. Celia,
widow of Thomas Shapiro, aged 77
years Interment ln Portland
iHart—At Worcester, Mass. July 16.
Mary J., widow of John A. Hart, aged
77 years. 11 months. 20 days Funeral
Tuesday at 2 30 from residence In
Tenants Harbor Interment In Seaside
cemetery.
Keizer—At Thomaston. July 17. Nellie
Frances, wife of Levi Keizer, aeed 58
years. 8 months. 16 days. Funeral Wed
nesday at 2 o'clock from residence on
Dexter street
Interment ln Goshen
cemetery. Waldoboro.
Rich—At Camden. July 18. Mary
Blanche Rich, aged 81 years. Funeral
Wednesday at 3 o'clock from the resi
dence. Interment ln Mountain ceme
tery.
Shaw—At Thomaston. July 18. Henry
B Shaw, aged 80 years Funeral Wed
nesday. 2 p m. from Baptist Church.
Vasso—At Cape Elizabeth. July 17.
Walter L. Vasso. aged 16 years. 7
months. 28 days. Funeral Tuesday at
2 p m. from Burpee funeral parlors
iMilitary funeral) Interment In Achorn
cemetery.
Harrington—At St. George. July 19,
Ernilna Rostla wife of Arthur Har
rington. aged 71 years. 9 months, 1 day
Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock from
residence. Interment at Wiley Corner.

Public bridge. G A R hall. Friday
July 22 at 8 o'clock. Tickets, 25c.
Reservations. Mrs. Mildred ODonnell. Burpee <Sc Lamb's. Hostesses,
refreshment committee of St. Ber
nard's lawn party.
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BURPEES
MORTICIANS

Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
381-365 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
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CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere gratl
tudc to the friends near and far who
remembered me on my birthday with
cards and gifts. I part tula’ly desire
to thank Pastor MacDonald for his
kind felicitations publicly offered at
the Sunday morning service and all
who ln any way had a part ln making
the day a happy one for me
A B. Butler
Rockland
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The Highway Commission an
nounced Saturday it had opened
bids for four Federal aid gravel road
Chairman J. Fred O'Connell of J
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY projects to be carried out this sum
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
mer in Maine. Included was .674 the Republican State committee 1
announced in Portland tlie other ;
miles in the town of Warren.
TUESDAY, JULY 19
day that the campaign proper will
ERROL FLYNNbegin as early as possible in Au
"Please
give
us
a
break
between
OLIVIA DE 1IAV1LLAND
gusta and continue through to elec
6.15
and
7
so
that
we
may
get
the
In
baseball scores," writes a radio fan tion day. Tlie so-called "Whirlwind
“ADVENTURES OF
to The Courier-Gazette, addressing Tour” will start in Aroostook Coun- I
ROBIN HOOD”
his remarks evidently, to some in ty and continue down through the ■
eastern part of the State The com- ]
(All in Technicolor)
terfering shortwaver.
mittees of the different counties will
with
Basil Rathbonc, Eugene Pallette.
Dick Newbert may not be plan ne allowed to elect the kind of a
Claude Rains, Alan Hale, Ian ning to re-enter the restaurant tour they want.
Hunter, and a cast of thousands. business, but those who partook cf
This year there seems to be a
more general preference for three
the
“
feed
”
at
his
cottage
last
Fri

WED.-THURS., JULY 20-21
day night, are prepared to give him or four stated meetings at differ
FAY BAINTER
strong endorsement if he does de ent places rather than the short
CLAUDE RAINS
stops which in the past have been a
Jackie Cooper, Bonita Granville cide to.
feature of these tours. In general.
in
M. E. Gilmore, regional director from one to two days will be given
ra 1113
“WHITE BANNERS”
for WPA, or his personal represen- to each county for these meetings,
Prom the famous Cosmopolitan
story by Lloyd C. Douglas, who tative, will be present at the ban- Gov Barrows will attend all these I
wrote “Magnificent Obsession”
quet Thursday to be held in connec- meetings so far as he Ls able to do
and “Green Light."
tion with the meeting ln this city j so. and the Congressional candiEverywhere and in every peri cf the Maine Municipal Officers' i dates will attend those in their sevodical critics are hailing this new
production as a handsomely per Association. He will pay special at- I eral districts. Other candidates will
tention to the new WPA program ! go along in order to meet the voters
formed masterpiece.
and the filing of applications Io. and establish themselves with them.
In the main, these trips will not
projects.
be greatly different from what they
Rear Admiral Day. U.S.N. was a
have been in the past. The man
The
annual
meeting
of
Knox
visitor in the city yesterday on his
agers in some of the counties find
way from Minnesota to Canada County Chapter. American Red
that they can get out better crowds
The annual celebration of the birthday of General Henry Knox will
He was formerly president of the Cross, was held last night at Com
munity Building with the county by having advertised meetings at
Trial Board.
be held at Montpelier in Thomaston, Monday, July 25. The mansion will
generally represented. Reports were centers agreed upon rather than
be
open for public inspection from 10 A. M. to 6 P. M.
heard, showing the work to be pro trying to get out gatherings at town
The John Long property. New
gressing satisfactorily. The annual comers and the like.
County road, has been sold to W
• • • •
report of Miss Eliza Steele of the
The day’s exercises will include —
R. Baldride of Augusta who will
Hodgdon C. Buzzell of Belfast, a
Rockland Chapter is so extraordi
reside there, Wilbur Senter has
former president of the Maine
9.30 A.M. Ceremonies at the grave.
bought from Corrilla P. Weeks a nary that it will be printed in full
ln a subsequent issue. It shows an Senate who is the Republican can
lot at Lucia Beach where he will
amazing amount of work done. The didate for representative to the Leg
10.30 A. M. Annual meeting Knox Memorial Association.
build a cottage. Community Sweet
officers who have served the past islature from Belfast was in Port
Shop has been leased to Mr. and
two years were returned to office land Friday. A statement had ap
Afternoon—Welcome by Ladies of the D. A.R. in Colonial Costumes.
Mrs. Charles A. Beckett who are
again: Chairman. Col. Basil H. peared in a Bangor paper the day
in charge now. These deals were
Stinson, vice chairman. Rev. E. O. before, that Mr. Buzzell had in
3.00 P. M. The principal address will be given by Col, Robert J.
through the Freeman S. Young
Kenyon: secretary, Mrs Alice J formed a reporter for that paper
agency.
Halpin, Fifth Infantry, U. S. Army, Executive Officer of the C. M. T. C.
Spear; treasurer, Elmer C. Davis. that he would be a candidate for
Camp at Fort McKinley, speaking on "Our American Heritage."
A pleasing feature of the evening speaker in the next House. Desir
The reopening of Community
was the presentation of moving pic ing to confirm that announcement
Sweet Shop Sunday was a success
Governor and Mrs. Barrows will be present during the day.
tures on life saving and allied Fred K. Owen asked Mr Buzzell.
beyond expectations despite the
subjects by Miss Jane Miller of “How about it." ‘‘Well,” said the
brief notice. Mr and Mrs. Charles
Orchestra during the afternoon under direction of Mrs. Emma Harvic
Thomaston.
Belfast veteran “if you would give
A. Beckett, who have resided in
me
a
boost
now
and
then,
I
don't
Camden the past two years, and
There will be an exhibition of Home Industries in the Museum Room.
Members of Ruth Mayhew Tent, know but what I would be.” Hie
prior to that made their home in
D.U.V. assembled at Grand Army writer's answer to tliat was that
Refreshments will be on sale ail day by the Legion Auxiliaries of the
Lincolnville, are the new proprie
Hall last night and disposed of mid wc had a candidate for speaker
tors. and with the assistance of Mrs.
county.
summer business Plans were made from Cumberland County.
Mr
E C. Powell, the service has been
for beano, picnic and the fair to be Buzzell said he had met (Mr. PhilDecorations will be under direction of the Garden Clubs of Knox
found very satisfactory by the early
held In the early fall. Mrs. Priscilla brick and that he seemed to be a
patrons.
County, with Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton as chairman.
Smith, president, appointed Maude fine man.
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Cables as chairman of apron com “No." continued Mr. Buzzell. “I
Battery F will play Battery A of
mittee: Lina Carroll, Chairman of don't known whether I will be a
Portland Sunday at 2 p. m. for the
championship of the 240th C. A., food; Eliza Plummer, utility table; candidate for Speaker or not. I was
drafted for the nomination, and
Each team has won a game Charles Carrie Brown' candy: floral
problems of Maine.” Regarding
Cole will be the starting pitcher. Ada Payson; quilt. Priscilla Smith: after I agreed to run when no one the other major party the Com
grabs, Jennie Pictroski; games, else cofftd be found to do so. my op
Stewart will toe in the box for Bat- .
ponent entered the field against munist circular says: Past records
tery F This will be a chance for Blanche Shadie' Martba
show that certain of the Democratic
the people of Knox County to see wiLS ^pointed color No. 2 and the Die."
candidates cannot be relied upon
one of the best teams in action A
Mrs. Lizzie French, read
good crowd Ls expected. Manager' the new «€neral orders
I Tentative candidates for Repub to abide by their party platform, or
I have leased the plant formerly operated
Department President Maude Milan lican nomination for Governor in to carry out the will of the people
Lawry reports that the game be
of Bangor. Maude Cables, assisted 1940 keep cropping out, writes Fred j This is particularly true of their
by the late M. S. Dick and am now equipped
tween Battery F. and Appleton
scheduled for Sunday has been set!by a C0*TJS of willin« workers will K. Owen A report came from Au- < candidate for governor.
to do all work promptly and expertly in
ahead to allow this feature game.' have char8e of 8 Public t*8™ Wed*
lhis weck 0181 Prank E
Styvie Hill Sunday may see the nesdaV evening. Plans were also Southard of Augusta was contem- ] Representative Ralph O Brewster
battle of the century
made for other activities Au& 8 and plating entering the field. Before , lisled among other congressional
_____
19.
, that It had been given out by the lnembcrs on the “blacklist'' of LaThc choice of a general manager
-------friends of Frederick G Payne of tor's Nonpartisan League, declared
MACHINIST, BLACKSMITH
and other officers of the 1939 ComTlie Women's Foreign Missionary Augusta that he might take a shy lu> fclt "complimented'' to be on
munity Fair will be made by this
Society of Pratt Memorial M E at the Governorship. Of course, it the list
Twenty-nine years in the welding business,
committee, composed of department , Church met in the parlors Thurs- (is well understood that represent*-"Libor's Non-partisan
League is
heads of the 38 fair with Mayor ! da.v afternoon. The president wcl-; tlvr Clyde H Smith will choose to merelyanother name for John L.
established since 1919
Veazie. president of Community corned, as special guests, Mrs. Guy retire from (Congress at the end of Lewis," Brewster said. “His 'purge'
Wilson,
Mrs.
Inez
Ames,
and
Mrs
]
the
next
term
if
he
Ls
elected,
to
be
•
of
mem
bers
of
Congress
may
be
as
Building. Inc., as chairman; Mrs
Eugene Lamb, E. B. Crockett, Mrs. Asenath Achorn. The mite boxes a candidate for the Governor nomi- j ineffective as his proclaimed boyClara Kelsey. D. L. Kelsey, G. J. were opened by Mrs. Ruth Elling- nation. In Portland former Coun- I cott of thc State of Maine one year
Cumming. M M. Griflfin. Mrs. Gladys wood assisted by Miss Ruth Rog- , cillor William S. Linnell will be a ag0 {or summer tourists. Our bigR. A. GOOCH
Philbrick, Mrs. Marjorie Cummings. ers. The scripture verse “The candidate for the nomination and ! gesl SEason resulted.”
Great
Commission
”
chosen
by
this
he
makes
this
statement
without
j
Brewster
asserted
the
American
Mrs. Ivy Chatto. Mrs. D. L. Mc
676 MAIN ST. NORTHEND TEL 1055
Attorney General Federation of labor “continues to
Carty, Mrs. Jennie Carroll. Mrs. society will be used at the 70th an- j reservation.
Rena Robinson, John M. Richard niversary celebration to be held next f Franz U. Burkett says that he £peak for labor" in Maine,
Mrs. | hasn't told anyone that he is going
He declared he had no apologies
son, Albert McCarty, Earle C. Perry year in Pasadena, Calif.
and Parker E Worrey. 1938 chair- Edith Tweedie. program leader, led to run for Governor but that he for his action in supporting a New
devotions.
Her scripture theme might Former Senator Max Pinan- England wage and hour bill rather
man.
was "Ye shall go out with joy." A sky has announced himself in the t)lan one faVored by John Lewis
From 11 to 12 o'clock daylight, story was read by Mrs. Tweedie en race when It comes time for the perpetuating Southern wage differThursday morning July 21. has been titled "A Year-round Christmas;'' race to start. There may be others. entials."
CLIP OUT THIS ADVERTISEMENT
* • • *
"I am complimented,” lie said,
officially designated as a National also a poem called “My Missionary
“Make Maine progressive! Defeat “by being singled out as one of the
Hour of Pi-ayer for the temperance Camel.” A mite box demonstration.
movement and for the 63d annual "The Three Candles" was given by Gov. Barrows!" Thus reads a circu younger members of Congress to be
convention of *he National Wom Misses Madlene and Ruth Rogers lar issued by the Maine State Com included with two of the oldest and
an's Christian Teiipcance Union and Miss Faith Lurvey. Mrs Ida mittee of the Communist Party. mast highly respected members of
at San Francisco, Aug 4-10. Hie Simmons. Mrs. Essie Day. and Mrs. The circular charges the Republi the House from New England—Joe
Call to Prayer, issued jointly by Lena deRochemont were appointed can party with being the party of Martin and Allen Treadway of
Mrs. Ida B Wise Smith, presldtnt, as a nominating committee for the “big business” and says that Ils Massachusetts—as the most to be
and Mrs Josephine M. Buhl, direc election of officers to take place in platform “offers no solution to the fearrd by John L. Lewis in his pro
tor of the Evangelistic Department September A social hour followed
posed program to dominate both
of the National W.C.T.U, urges and refreshments were served
American Labor and American gov
united "ln*ercession' for a deepen There were nineteen present.
ernment."
ing of ‘he spiritual Lie of the peo
The annual meeting of the Knox
HAMBURG ROASTERS
ple; a quickening of the civic con
WALTER L VASSO
CHARCOAL STOVES
science; fo: vhe homes of our na County Association for Rural Re
GALLON
THERMOS
JUGS
You Must Have This Adv.—Clip It Now!
Military services will be held at
tion wh":e drinking fathers ar.d ligious Education was held Monday
GRILLS FOR OPEN EIRE
night
at
the
Littlefield
Memorial
mother', imperil you*!', for election
Everything to make the picnic or 2 o'clock this afternoon at tlie
this year -f officers • f state and Baptist Church. Director of the
tamping trip more enjoyable and Burpee Funeral Home for Walter
Federal governments who will per Work, Miss Margaret McKnight. | comfortable at small cost.
L. Vasso a member of Battery E,
form their duties in line with the presented a comprehensive review
342 MAIN ST. UPSTAIRS,
TEL. 122
240th
C. A. who died Sunday morn
oath of office "so help me God,” and of the activities for the rather suc
cessful
year,
during
which
period
ing
at
Fort
Williams
where
lie
had
for the National W.C.T.U. Conven
498 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
Opposite Strand Theatre
86-88
tion “that it may be a pentccostal more than 700 children and adults
been on duty in connection with the
power ... to help overcome the throughout 37 school districts were
annual encampment of tlie National
evils which threaten home and directly concerned in the meetings
Guard. Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon
conducted, which were so wonder
country."
will officiate.
fully climaxed by the religious fes
Displaying symptoms of appen
tival held at the Community Build
We have Five Exception
ing June 15. The incalculable value
dicitis at Uie weekend, tlie Rock
ally clean
of this educational religious instruc
land soldier was removed to tlie
tion to individuals and groups living
haspitai where an operation was
in these scattered communities
deemed
unnecessary.
Later his
below
$150.00
probably have had little or no up
condition became very much worse
Also many others to
lifting substitute had they failed to
and death quickly followed Au
do this work. Miss McKnight's re
choose from
port will appear. The election of If you are looking for a
topsy revealed an advanced case of CHOCOLATE MARSIIM ALLOW
officers resulted thus: President
stomach ailment. The deceased
good
trade
in
a
CHOCOLATE WALNUT
Ambulance Service
Arthur K. Walker; vice president.
was a private in Battery E and had
MAI’LE WALNUT
Mrs. H. V. Tweedie; secretary, Jesse
•
an
excellent
record
as
a
soldier.
AT
E. Bradstreet; treasurer, Joseph W
RUSSELL
We have it!
He was a native of Rockland and
Rcbinson; auditor , Charles A
son of Soter’and Alice (Magune)
FUNERAL HOME
Emery.
Executive committee. Dr.
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 862 W F Hart, E. E. Stoddard. R S
Vasso, who survive him, together
438 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1150.
ROCKLAND, ME. with two brothers. Wilbur and
Sherman,
Rev.
H.
F.
Leach,
Miss
86-lt
Mtf
Joseph, and a sister. Hazel.
Alena Young, Dr H V. Tweedie
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ACETYLENE WELDING
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IT’S WORTH $2.00 TO YOU
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Lermond’s Reply
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Will See “Crusty”

To the Statement of Francis Giant Lobster, Caught At -I
H. Bickford On Russian
New Harbor, To Be Fea-11
Propaganda
tured At Rockport
••

The One and Only Quebec on Its Historic Heights,
Has New and Old World Charm for Summer Guests

Let The

Drums Beat
They Are New!
(By Charles Emery)

The Department of Sea and Shore
Editor of The Courier -Gazette:—
They’re Handsome!
S++++++*++++++++++++++>
In your June 25 issue appeared Fisheries is preparing an unusual
It was fun being with Dad for
an article headed; “Sees Other display for the Rockport Regatta
They're Romantic!
Side," in which the author, Francis Sportsmen’s Show, August 3-4-5-fi. the fourth. Tommy thought. It
H. Bickford of New York, calls Cor
might have been more fun. he con
This will be one of several fine ex
liss Lamont's cablegram from Rus
sidered. were Dad and Mom both
sia, “a very smooth piece of propa hibits to be displayed by the State with him, if they were all together.
ganda resembling a great deal of at Maine's oldest and largest re But since that couldn't be. it was,
other such matter dealing with the gatta.
regardless, fun being with Dad.
Russia of today." Mr. Bickford goes
Dad knew the things a feller en
Commissioner Greenleaf, in car
on to say that "the Utopia portrayed
rying out the present program of joyed. There wasn't anything they
by this article is not at all recon
didn't do together. They went
ciled to the reports brought back his Department, and the Maine De everywhere. They saw the parade
from Russia by many other people. velopment Commission in further ln the middle of the morning,
One of whom happens to be my ing the marketing of Maine's ocean lunched at a swell cafe tliat looked
family doctor who spent some time products, will later send this ex out onto a sparkling sea. and made
in Russia last fall and he. like hibit to the Springfield Exposition. bets of nickels and dimes on who’d
6ome others I have known about,
A huge painting serves as a back win the baseball game that after
certainly doesn't present the rosy
noon and who'd come through first
picture which seemed to appear in drop for a scene beneath the ocean's in the boat races later on. Of
the article (Lamont's) above men surface. Fishing boats are depicted course. Dad didn t really expect to
tioned. Using the words of my actively engaged in their occupa be paid if he lost his bets, but Dod
family doctor, he says that the tion and as one's eyes follow their really did come across of he was
Russian people under the heel of
lines to the ocean bottom, huge glass the one who lost. That was pretty
Communism have been ^whittled
swell of him, Tommy thought.
to the lowest form of human exis. aquariums have cleverly been made
“Since I'm able to see you only
tence that he knows anything a tJart
^’e scene 1° these aqua-, twice a week, son." Dad smiled his
about, '
| riums can be seen all types of sea
big smile, "we'd better do it up
The good doctor must have had '
*n their natural element. Salt brown today, eh?
The fourth
Typifying American youth of both sexes are the members af this new
blinders over his eyes, and ap- water 1® constantly circulating comes but once a year, you know."
screen combination of Frances Mercer and Allan latne, the co-efatured
parently still has them on, since he, through the tanks
Tommy said yes, he guessed that leads in RKO Radio's exciting picture of the devious ways of fake fortune
can't see the much worse existence
Beneath the aquariums the kelp, was right, and he thought: "So
tellers, “Crime Ring.” Both are comparatively new to the screen, this
of millions of people in the city olc* wreclt8- and lobster traps faith- does Thanksgiving and Christmas
being the fourth leading role for Lane, and the first for Miss Mercer, for
of New York and elsewhere in these fu"-v carrV out the illusion of peer- and New Years." He thought of
merly seen in "Blind Alibi" and “Vivacious Lady."—adv.
United States of America, than of lng beneath the ocean surface An these because they also happened
the workers of Soviet Russia. The j
tish house has been constructed, to be holidays that had fallen upon
proof of this statement let me quote and nets- dories. lobster gear, and the correct day for his father to
from another American Dr. Clin- ; °ther paraphernalia of the sea will see him. It was kind of funny.
ton J. Taft^ 'Well, how did you ',end atmosphere to the scene. ExOther fellers had both a Dad and
really find things in Russia last dibits
lobster in their various Mom and they could see both of
summer? This is the question stages of embryonic growth, scal- them every day of their lives They
wliich has been fired at me repeat- bps sea shells, and other products were pretty lucky. "Because. I'm
edly since I returned from my
the sea will prove most educa- only allowed to see my Dad certain
second visit to the Soviet Union.
j tlonal.
days in the week." Tommy told his
“This summer workmen (and 1
feature of one tank will be friends. Some of them snickered,
workwomen, for the latter were “Crusty." the 24 pound 2 ounce lob but that was because they didn't
helping as valiantly as ever in all ster recently caught by Richard know how awful it was when your
kinds of heavy industry) were con- Upton of New Harbor in a specially Dad and Mom got a divorce and
6tructing three new concrete bridges constructed trap. Upton , on his never lived together any more.
over the Moscow River. Apart- daily rounds of his trapline noticed
Now. sitting opposite each other
ment houses, office building, fac- that in one section he was catching in the cafe, both father and son
tories, school houses, stadia for ,no lobsters After trying everything avoided looking at each other while
sports and other structures were he decided there must be an abso- they conversed. Tommy knew whati
going up everywhere. The hum of hite monarch in this part of the his father was thinking. He was
industry throughout the Soviet ocean floor that was terrifying the thinking of the last time they'd
Union impressed visitors no mat- crustaceans. Constructing an extra been in this cafe some two years
ter what their viewpoint was toward large lobster trap, he was rewarded back, and his Mom had been along
the new regime
i two days later when hauling his with them. How they'd all talked
In connection with my visit to the trap to see "Crusty" the cause of his and laughed and been so joyously
Dnieperstroy Dam—the second lar- trouble. Turning it over to the Sea happy.
Gee whiz what made
gest in the world—I rode through and Shore Fisheries Department, it grown-ups think kids didn t know
the new industrial city. Zaporozhye, was decided to keep “Crusty" for ex what the older folks thought about j
on the left bank of the river above hibition purposes, and at the pres- sometimes?
Tyrone Power and Alice Faye are the principals in the tempestuous
the dam. The new city is most im- I ent time he is at the Federal Fish
“And tonight," Dad was talking love drama of "In Old Chicago" that has become the talk of the nation.
pressive. I was driven along some Hatchery, Boothbay Harbor He is on swiftly, "we'll eat in the diner Darryl F. Zanuck's greatest production, the 20th Century-Fox spectacle is
of the asphalt pavements, past the the largest lobster in captivity,
and then later we’ll watch the street hailed as the great American motion picture.—adv.
large aluminum and ferro-manga- ■
dance and after that we'll shoot off
nese plants, and finally stopped at pay. How about the millions on re- all your fireworks together, shall we? minute. He was as quiet as this And why was she crying if she
the huge furnaces where iron was lief work under the new deal ex Would you like it that way. son?" night descending upon them. Then, j was so happy like she said she was?
being blasted from the ore as it I periment—are they happy and
“Can't we try again, Myrna? . . .
“Gee. Dad. that would be swell." without looking up. he said, shrugwas brought directly from the working whole-heartedly?"
A waitress appeared and noting ging. "Oh. I guess your Mom and Can't we make a go of it, don't
mines. An American engineer who J Much more Dr. Taft has to say their empty plates, asked politely: I didn't have enough in common, you suppose, if we really try? . . ."
is spending several years over there in praise of the progress going on "Would you care for some desert," , son. We didn't seem to agree on. “Oh. Peter, if only we could If
directing operations at this point in that great Country. He con- and passed the menu across to Dad things."
-only we could. Peter! It’s been so
showed me about the place. It J eludes: “By and large, I am of the again.
lonely .
"Do you miss her?"
was nothing less than thrilling to firm conviction that Russia is do"And. oh. darling. I've been so
Dad. in tum, passed it across to
“Sort of. I miss her, son. when
watch the operations inside the ing a great piece of work. The him. "My son'll select what we re 11 see night coming on like it is miserable, so wretched . . .”
building housing the great blast progress which has been achieved, to have," he said. Gee. Dad was right now and I remember how we ; Seeing them there together like
especially in the last few years, is swell! Just as if he didn't know always used to be together in the that. Tommy forgot that his finger
furnaces.
"I questioned the American en- unprecedented in the history of the that the order would be a double evenings—you, your Mom and I." hurt terribly, and a smile flickered
gineer as to whether or not the world. I believe, with the Webbs ice cream, too! Chocolate and
"Will you ever change your mind across his small face, and he
big industries which had been es- of England, that they are actually Strawberry were his favorites. He about not coming back with Mom thought:
tablished in this city were really achieving 'a new civilization.' I spread his small hands out before and me?" Tommy asked, pleading
"It was worth it ... It didn't
effeient. His reply made a deep ' also believe with John Gunther if the waitress and hls eyes widened, in spite of himself
hurt so awful much and it was
impression on me. 'Why, think of ■ they can have ten years of peace slowly.
“I'm afraid it would take some worth it! . . .”
it,' he said, 'all that you see around Russia will become the most powerthing pretty miraculous to bring
"Make it big.” he said.
here in this city has been created ful country of the world. Life is
Dad won the bet on the baseball your mother and me back together
since 1930 and by people who knew j vibrant and interesting in the land game, but he won the bet on the again. It would have to be a pretty
nothing whatever about modern in of the Soviets. You feel a thrill races. That meant a quarter was strong bind . . ."
dustry a few years ago. They had while there that you experience ln coming from Dad—two dimes and
“Can't you think of anything at
to learn everything from the ground no other country of Europe. I a nickel. That was pretty swell all that might—might do the trick,
up, as practically all the old tech hope with all my heart that the Now he could buy one of those blank Dad?"
“Michael and Mary." that well
nicians left the county at the time present conflict in the Orient and pistols. All the guys had those.
"Sorry-, son. I can't seem to. Our
known
and well loved English ro
of the Revolution. You ask if this the threat of war, which has hung Whoever heard of shooting off caps? only common interest towards the
mance
of
A. A Milne's which won
steel plant is efficient. Yes, indeed, over Europe now for many months Huh. Baby stuff.
last seened to be you. If anything
it is the equal of anything we have will not result in the Soviet Union's
After the boat races, early in the should happen to you I guess we d the hearts of thousands a few years
in Pittsburgh’. I questioned him being hurled into an intematior.?! evening, they took a long walk up both oe pretty anxious about it back, will be seen at the Boothbay
further. Were the people getting conflict.”
a high hill where the sun was set and—."
Playhouse, Boothbay, during the
So much for a doctor without tling its flaming cloak down the
enough to eat and drink and wear?
“Oh. I see." said Tommy, with week of July 20-23. It is the com
Were there counter-revolutionary blinders over his eyes and with his side of the sky and the trees stood strange quietness.
pelling story of a great love which
activities in that area? His an heart throbing for the welfare of tall and cool and purple in the
It happened just before the two
swers were frank and direct. 'Surely the human race tn every country of gathering dusk. They felt the of them reached the house at the enables two people to face life to
the people were getting plenty to the world.
cool, twilight breezes brushing .heir finish of a very exciting evening. gether under serious handicap and
Norman Wallace Lermond
eat—more than they had ever had
faces gently and Tommy d'oTt They'd seen the street dance to to brave the possibility of social
before—and were evidently happy'.
say much till they got almost to gether and they'd sent up the fire ostracism and worse for the sake of
It was his belief also that they were
the top because Dad didn’t ana be works at Dad's place. Now they tlie love which exists between them.
heartily co-operative with the
cause he knew why Dad didn t. were coming to where Mom lived,
Sherwood Keith and Sara WalStalin regime, and so far as he
This hill all three of them. Dad and where they'd have to part outside
the
door
and
each
go
his
own
way.
Iact
wil1 appear in the roles origicould detect there was no sign of
______ By jaaat Houston ______
Mom and himself, had climbed to
counter-revolution
or
sabotage
nally created by Herbert Marshall
gether some three years ago . .
Then was when it happened . . .
thereabouts.
When they got almost to the top,
Tommy's blank pistol went off and Edna Best in London. The cast
“I got the same answer, practical
Dad said: "Remember of ever hav and injured his finger. He didn't
follows:
ly, from conversations with several
ing come up here before, son?" and cry. Perhaps because he didn't
Mary
....................... ...... Sara Wallace
American residents in the Soviet
there was a sort of catchy note have time to because he fainted
Union. One man, a movie techni
in his voice. Tommy observed.
dead away on the steps. His father, Michael ................... Sherwood Keith
cian who has been over there two
"Sure." said Tommy. "Sure I his face still and white, picked Violet Cunliffe ..........Ruth Thorley
years, a school teacher who has
do. I was six."
him up quickly and rushed into the Mrs. Tullivant ........... Rose Dresser
lived in Moscow seven years, and
"And now you're nine and what house with him. calling, "Myrna, Rev. Simon Rowe........ Lee Stevens
another engineer who has had seven
a lot has happened in between Myrna! . . .
Harry Price ............. Vaughn Taylor
years experience in the Automotive
times."
The doctor said that it would
Inspector ....................... Joseph Celi
industry pooh-poohed the idea that j
"Gee. yes," said Tommy.
heal tut that a scar would always
there was any serious slowing up of
"Remember last time we were up remain He said the boy needed P. C. Cuff ........ Roderich Winchell
industry because of tlie counter
here you stubbed your toe and a woman’s care. He said that a Dr. Roberts .... Charles Hunt Smith
revolutionary
activities of the
turned your ankle and I had to nurse should come and stay with David .............................. John Allyn
Trotskyites, or any other group of
carry you?"
him unless hls mother could watch Miss Welby ............... Dorothy Rich
traitors.
“Gosh, yes, what a little kid I very closely over him. He'd be up
F you drive a motor-car and are
Romo .................... Michael Mayhew
"The rank and file of the people,
“I bawled and around in a few days, but until
accustomed to shift gears and so was," said Tommy.
Attendant,
Maid, two Policemen.
I believe, are heart and soul with
forth, you will be interested in what about it, didn't I?"
it started healing, it would be
the present set-up. This is especial I like to term the “side-drive oven
“You sort of let us know about better if he stayed in bed. Boys
when you are selecting a
ly true of the young people, those model"
were so careless about getting dirt GEORGES RIVER ROAD
modern gas range with automatic it, son.”
born since the Revolution 20 years action. This side lever permits the
“Gee, but I was a baby," Tommy in their wounds . . .
There will be a gathering in the
ago. These young people number cook to slide the oven racks in and sighed, toughly.
When he had gone, Tommy, now
one-third of the population, it is out smoothly and so quickly that
come to. gazed across the room at home of T. Hakala, 7 Columbia ave
It
was
while
they
were
sitting
little heat escapes from the open
estimated, or 60 millions. They oven door. Added to this conven beside each other on a big, cleft his parents who were standing nue, Rockland Thursday at 7.30
are throwing themselves into the ient feature ls the heat control rock, swinging their feet, that close beside each other. Dad had o’clock. Rev S. Nevala is the speak
new experiment in absolutely whole with a chime to ring the very sec Tommy asked, quietly: “Dad. what hls arms around Mom and—and er and Mrs. Hakala will serve re
ond the preheating oven has reached
hearted fashion.” And all are at the exact temperature at which one happened to bust you and Mom up?" Mom didn't seem to be minding at freshments to all who attend. All
yvork on a seven-hour day with big wishes to bake, j
...
, Dad didn’t say anything for a all, even though she was crying. are welcome!
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Boothbay Playhouse

KITCHEN AIDS

I

1 MONTMORENCY FAIXs|

HERE ls only one Quebec! No

r City ln the world resembles IL
So quaint, so French and bl-lingual,
so hospitable and beautiful, so rich
In historic spots, it charms thou
sands of visitors all through the
year and especialy in summer. Curi
ous, narrow, rambling streets like
Sous-le-Cap bidden from all except
(he knowing, up which Champlain's
soldiers are said to have swaggered,
:wo-wheeled caldches seen nowhere
else in Canada, odd little shops filled
with habitant handicraft, Dufferln
Terrace and towering Chateau Fron
tenac overlooking the mighty SL
Lawrence River 200 feet below and
its scenic grandeur for miles up and
down stream—such is fascinating
old Quebec, founded by Champlain
330 years ago! The hand of Time
has modernized Quebec somewhat,
but has left it still unspoiled, a pic
turesque city of Old France in the
New France which is Quebec. The
Plains of Abraham where Wolfe and
Montcalm (ought and died. Little
Champlain Street up which Gen
Richard Montgomery of New York

marched to hls death, Notre Dame
des Victoires, the little Church ln
the Lower Town bombarded by
Wolfe's cannon from Levis. Wolfe's
Cove where Wolfe's army scaled the
Heights of Quebec to surprise Mont
calm. the Indian Lorette, the shrine
of Ste. Anne de Beauprd. the Isle
of Orleans, and Gaspd Peninsula
where life today is as simple and
primitive as it was centuries ago—
all of these bid for the visitor's
interest.
By caliche, bus. motor and rail
they are within easy reach. Center
of all Quebec activities is the Cha
teau Frontenac, notable both as hos

telry and as landmark in Quebec's
skyline, a Norman castle on the
heights of the Ancient Capital It
stands on the site ot Frontenac's
Chateau St. Louis, part home, part
tort, and is named In honor of the
fiery French governor Up river 300
feet above the St. Lawrence looms
the Citadel, the Plains of Abraham
are near by and Wolfe's Cove is the
berthing-place ot the famous Em
press of Britain. Among Quebec’s
numerous attractions are the Que
bec Bridge, one of the engineering
wonders of the world, and Montmo
rency Falls. 100 feet higher than
Niagara.

Lakewood Theatre
Anniversary Week, the 500th pro
duction in the Lakewood theatre
is being celebrated all this week
with the production of “Tovarich."
the fascinating comedy of royalty
in masquerade which ran for more
than a year in New York. “Tovarich" tells of a Russian Grand
Duchess and a Prince who are '
forced to work for a living in the i
home of a rich Paris banker and
who finds as much pleasure in the
duties of a butler and a maid as
they did in living the life of aristo
crats in pre-Revolutionary Russia.
The lengthy cast includes Doris
Dalton and George Macready in the
leading roles and A. H. Van Buren,
John Harrington. Jessamine New- ,
combe. John Drew Devereaux. I
Susan Pox. Dorothy Bernard. John '
Hamond Dailey. Ben Lackland. Rose
Winter. Kathryn Givney, Keenan
Wynn. Gordon Duff and Angela
Jacobs.
Arthur Byron, famous American
star of stage and talking pictures
will make a welcome appearance
next week when he is seen as Cap
tain Gideon Prescott, an old New
England sea Captain in “Let’s
Never Change," a new play by Owen
Davis, celebrated dramatist The
production of a play by Owen Da
vis has become an annual event
at Lakewood and in this case the
combination of a noted actor and a
Davis play should prove highly
popular. “Let's Never Change" Ls
an optimistic story of New England
life, filled with the characters and
the situations for- which Mr Da
vis is famous as a playwright and
telling a powerful and absorbing
story. Owen Davis Jr., back from
Hollywood where he has been acting
in Paramount films, will have a fea
tured role end, others in the cast
will include Doris Dalton, who will
create the chief feminine character
and also George Macready. Grant
Mills, Jessamine Newcombe. Kath
ryn Givney. Susan Pox. Dorothy
Bernard. John Drew Devereaux.
Rose Winter and Jane Jonson. Th
settings show the sitting room of
Captain Prescott's home in a small
New England city, the living room
of in the old Sewall mansion and
the parlor in the same house. “Let's
Never Change" will be given all
next week with a matinee on Sat
urday, July 30.

WE BUY

OLD GOLD
AND SILVER

Clarence E. Daniels
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
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HORIZONTAL
1-Spheres
5-Listen
9-Opening in the skin
10- G reedy
11- Father
13- Determined
14- Five hundred fifty
16-To equip
18- Near by
19- Type measure
20- Look
21- Cut of beef (pi.)
23-Guides
25-A Russian title (pi.)
?G-Stocky part of a
plant
27-Agreements
31-Long grass stems
35-Musical dramas
37- Make smaller
38- Series (abbr.)
39- Act
40- Because

34

37

W
43

Hl

33

32

45

Mb

HORIZONTAL (Cpnt.) VERTICAL (Cont.)
41- Ocean
14- The true skin
42- A weight measure 15- Smaller
(abbr.)
17-Wander
43- Silly
20-Prophetess
45- Regius Professor
22-Country of Asia >!
(abbr.)
(abbr.)
46- Having height
24-And (Lat.)
47- Paradise
u
27-Price
49- Units
2 8-A jar
50- Bar of sand in water 29- Comparative suffix
30- Part of a harness
VERTICAL
31- Abide
1- Opera (abbr.)
32- Plural suffix
2- Length measure
33- Wild animal
3- Shatters
34- Break suddenly / J
4- Oenominations
36- Defiles
5- Abode of evil spirits 37- Tardier
/
6- Happenings
43- Man’s name
7- Help
44- A letter
8- A thoroughfare
46-Preposition
(abbr.)
48-Large island In Gull
11- Gone by
of St. Lawrence
12- Sciences
(abbr.)

(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
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Mr. and Mr.s. Fred Brown (Flor
ence Clark) of Whitinsville. Mass.,
are camping at Waterman's Beach.
Miss Ethel Holbrook is attending
E
L
the summer session at Gorham Nor
mal School.
1
Mr. and Mr.s. Clarence Jackson of
A
Malden, Mass., are visiting Mr.
s
Jackson's mother. Mrs. Hattie Jack p
son.
s
Mr. and Mrs. S. B Hall of Weth
ersfield called Wednesday on friends
in town.
position as principal of the High
Mr. and Mrs. James Hopkins of School.
Brookline. Mass., are guests of Mr.
Hopkins' parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hodson have
returned here after moving their
household goods from Waterville to
yfteney
Gorham, where Mr. Hodson has a

■

■■
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It was Ann Norwood who accom
George Patterson ls working for
..
J
.
panied Mrs. A. T. Norwood, and
Harold Herrick.
k ♦ » „-* * * .
* *
1 others to Portsmouth, N. H., to meet
Mrs. Roy Wight is a patient ln
Latest news from Linroln Connty towns collected by our diligent cor
DRAMATIC SCENE IN “BLOCKADE’
Howard
Norwood
Jr,,
of
Holyoke,
the
Waldo
County
Hospital.
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.
Mass., instead of Mrs. Ann French
William Drinkwater of Searsport
of Union, as previously reported.
is
visiting
his
grandparents
Mr.
and
Mrs. Mary Creamer of Gard’rter Saturday from a week’s visit with j
Miss Evelyn Winslow returned
Mrs. Fred Herrick.
is visiting her niece, Mrs. Ralph friends in New Hampshire.
Saturday
to Waldoboro, after being
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
DrinkwaRev and Mrs. Everett Washburn I
Benner.
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Alvah Sim
of
Westerly,
R.
I.,
have
been
recent
ter
°
f
Searsport,
the
latter
formerly
OF
Supt. and Mrs. A. D. Gray went
mons.
Lydla Herrick, are receiving conSaturday to Bucksport to attend a guests of Miss Edna Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Norwood, and
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay visited ftratulations on birth of a son, Kenbirthday celebration of Mrs. Gray's
family, Ann, Lois and Mary re
Sunday
with
Mrs.
Charles
Cowley
ard
Irving,
July
1
ln
Waldo
County
aunt, Mrs. Willard Leach.
turned Friday from Old Orchard
of Wiscasset.
| Hospital. Mrs Pred Herrick called
Mrs. William A. Daggett of
Beach, where they spent Thursday
Howard Marple of St. Louis spent Sunday on her daughter Mrs.
Springfield, Mo, Mrs. Athern P
*
night.
Drinkwater.
o,-*h^o».h e
Daggett of Brunswick and Miss Mary the weekend with hls mother, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs George Hewison of
early TV
#Qch Sea.,?"9’
that
*h»
White
Oak
Grange
held
an
en

Helen
Marple.
Holmes of Seattle, Wash., were call
Marlboro. Mass.. Mi's Clara Penney
joyable meeting Friday, the occa
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kervin
L.
Deymore
ers Friday at the home of Mr. and |
1 of New York, and Mrs\Oliver Libby
I are passing two weeks at their cot sion being young people's night.
Mrs John H Lovell.
cf South Warren were recent guests
tage in South Freeport.
, Youthful members filled the offices
Mrs. Mary Elkins and house. - Mrs. Lawrence Nadeau of Bath and conducted the session in a com- ]
of Fred Folsom and Miss Blanche
guests. Mrs Emily Hazelwood and t pas£pd thp weeltend wlth her pa;-, mendable manner. Fdwin Mank
Wa hburn in Auburn.
Miss Ethel Hazelwood were over- iJ ents, Mr and Mrs. Osborne Welt. ' acted as master in his father's place.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Libby of Bel
night visitors Saturday at Lakewood 1 James Young of Portland was a Two applications were received. The
mont. Mass., who have been visit, ing Mr and Mr.s. E. W Haskell in
Albert Riley of South Portland weekend visitor at the liome of hi» program was under the direction of
D er Isle, have returned to their
spent the weekend with his family aunt. Mrs. Lawrence Weston.
Freda Moody who served as lecturer.
1 summer home at Cushing.
at the home of Stephen A. Jones.
Mrs. Ervin Pinkham and son Readings and music were enjoyed, 1
Miss Blanche Washburn and
Richard Gerry motored to Milo Wayne of Nobleboro were overnight after which the mock wedding of
' Fred FoLom of Auburn, are guests
Saturday to spend the weekend with guests Saturday of her mother, Mrs Willis Moody and Lulia Lampinen
this week at the Libby Homestead Rensforth
Yeo
of
Brighton,Kenneth Thompson, Mrs. Dwight
Mrs. Gerry.
was witnessed. The bride wore
Ltla Lovejoy.
Farm.
Mass.,
are
located
for
a time Wotton.and children. Priscilla and
white
with
a
long
train
and
six
Mrs. Harold R. Smith has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Post, and (at the Richmond homestead, for- Elliot. Mrs. Nellie Uiazier and
young girls acted as flower girls,
from a visit with her daughter,
Womans' Club Lawn Party
six sons of Quincy, Mass., have mer home of Mrs Thompson. Miss mother. Mr.s. Wotton of Friendship,
Mrs Erwin Wetbler at Cooper's
The date of the annual lawn ring bearers and train bearers. Best
been visiting relatives ln this town. ■ Eliza Swan of Rockland, who spent Rodney Brazier, Mrs Olive Brazier,
man
and
bridesmaids
were
in
at

Mills.
party to be held on the grounds at
Eldoru- Castner of Belmont, the winter ln Medford, came witli Mr.s. Mary Berg. Miss Alice Oliver
The fire department was called at the home of Mrs. Maude Clark Gay tendance. Edwin Mank performed
Mass.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles them and Is ln Auburn with her of Thomaston and Miss Florence
the
ceremony
ln
an
instructive
11.15 Sunday night to the home of by the Woman's Club has been
: Finn of Washington were callers sister, Mrs. Josephine Speorln.
Ames of Rockland.
Mrs Lillie Vose, Benner road. The changed to July 28. If stormy it manner. The bride’s bouquet was
iSaturday
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
At
the
meeting
ot
the
Mission
caught
by
a
member
of
White
Oak
house, which was unoccupied at the will be held the following day.
Mrs. Chester Castner.
Circle Wednesday Mr.s Jennie KenUNION
time, was totally destroyed. The Many new features will be added Orange
Romance against a background of stirring conflict is enacted by Henry
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rice Jr., of niston was chccen to represent the
only source of water supply was tbis year among them a baby show
Fonda and Madeleine Carroll in “Blockade." Walter Wanger's romantic
Tlie Methodist Ladies Aid seved
St Louis, ere passing two weeks at local mission circle at a house party
from wells on adjoining property I in thp aflernoon
HAWTHORNE’S POINT drama of war-torn Spain.—adv.
a dinner to 45 guests and members.
the summer home of Mrs. Rice's to be held at Ocean Park in August
The origin of the fire is unknown. J Other attractlons wlll
fortUne
Friday with Mrs. Lela Haskell. Mrs.
aunts. Miss Harriet Stevens and under auspices of the State MisslonJohn Moulaison of Boston has sor [n America and the Dean of a
telling by the popular Zara and
I aura Daniels and Mrs Lela Mans
NORTH HAVEN
Mi-s Susan Stevens.
I ary Conference.
spending a week with his family at, Thyra who visited the affair last been ffuest at Mrs. Albert Elliot’s the school in Japan. During the World
Mrs. Elizabeth Bickford of Flush-j Mr. and Mrs. Chester Robinson field as committee. Tlie next din
Coffin-Huse
the Putnam cottage, Martin, has ypar thp crystal t>ali and the rain- i past week
War he was under Herbert Hoover.
ner will be served Aug. 5 at noon.
ing, I.. I. arrived Friday to spend and son, Willard of Manchester,
Mrs. I.ucy Young and son Wil- speaking on food problems. He will
returned to Newtonville.
' bow The usual tables will be there.
At the Baptist Church Saturday
A public supper will be sponsored
Mrs. Emma Head, Mrs. Cora Ip thp evening a musical program llara of pleasant Point and Mr. and deliver an address on the subject at 4 o'clock Mi's Marjorie Clara the r-malnder of the season at her conn , who have been with Mr. and Aug. 19 at the Masonic hall, also
| Mrs. Elmer Jameson Sr., a few days,
Hathorne. Mrs Carrie Hathorne and [ wjll
gjvpn Thp All-Staters will Mrs Winfield Richards of Megun- “My Life In Japan and The War in Huse of this town was united in ummer home here.
sale of fancy articles, aprons etc.
Mi s Otace Lawrence of Dover- ure located for the next few weeks
Mrs. Christine Hathorne of Wool- bp present
well as Mlss Aune ”ccok lake visited Wednesday with china." For four years Dr. Cairns marriage to Jchn Rodney Coffin of
Each member Is requested to take
wlch were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mjptp Qf Wi£casset ln costume with Mrs Wlllls Spear
I lived ln Japan and his lecture ts full Ashland. The ceremony, with rings, Foxcroft. passed the weekend at at the Leila Clark cottage, Gay's an article for the fancy table
Island
Mrs G. J. Kuhn.
her piano accordion. Miss Niete !
Allen of Boston and George and vivid with the intimate life of was performed by Rev. Albion P M s. Charles A Simmons’.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Robinson 1 Mis. Ellen Wellman and son.
Clyde Sukeforth of Elmira. N. Y was present last year and made such Allen of Providence, have been the people of Japan. The public is Beverage, pastor of the Congrega
ST1CKNEY CORNER
was at his home here recently.
a hit that the committee feels for- guests of Mr and Mrs. Wallace invited. There will be no admission tional Church of New Gloucester, and children. Lee, Helen and flames Maurice Wellman visited Sunday
of Penn., Grove. N J„ are guests for with Mrs. Edith Young and son I Young people and adults will
The Susannah Wesley Society will tunate in securing her for a return Egerton the past week
j charge.
assisted by Rev. Wilbur I. Bull, pas
meet at the chapel Wednesday
two w. eks of Mr. and Mrs. Charles prank Young at Owls Head
hold its annual fair on the Metho engagement.
j Mr and Mrs Albert Elliot and
tor cf the Congregatie,nal Chureh
Jolly Juniors Entertain
Robinson.
[ Mrs. Malcolm Brimigion who has night at 815 under direction of
dist Church grounds Thursday aft
Mrs. Elsie Mank is chairman, as- ' John Moulaison were supper guests
in Waterford, an uncle of the
Mrs Charles Creamer, Jean Me- been guest of her mother. Mr.s. Mary Margaret McKnight.
ernoon.
After a recent meeting at the groom
sisted by efficient committees. Thc Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. Merlee
Mrs. Carrie Upham of Union was
Crackcn
of Calais, and Mr. and elements and relatives at Pema
A daughter was born July 15 to proceeds will be used for the Lin James
home of Delma Calderwood to
Preceded by ushers, bridesmaids.
Mr and Mrs Clyde Sukeforth at coln County Home for the Aged and
John Soear is visiting his grand- which relatives and friends were and matron of honor, the bride Mrs. Raymond Creamer and child- quid, returned Saturday to Milli a caller Thursday on neighbors and
friends in this vicinity.
State Street Hospital. Portland.
mother, Mrs. Richards at Megunti- invited, the Jolly Juniors gave an- upon the arm of her brothpr Rpr. ren. Philip and Shirley of Eastport,1 nockett.
local charities.
Wilton Clark is shingling his
returned
home
Saturday,
after
|
Mrs.
Flora
Peabody
returned
Mrs. Sadie Levensaler, Mrs. Jes
entertainment
which
met
with
the
w
Husp
Qf
Npw
York
pity
WM
cook
Lake
• * • •
house
during vacation from East
sie Benner and Percy Turner were
Clyde Maloney. Wallace Egerton approval of all present. One corner i PSgfc.ted t0 thp front of tbp rj,ureh ' lt,nt Mr' an Mrs Howard Ken' home Sunday from East Orland,
DeGraw-Stahl
Rockland visitors Saturday.
Fred Allen and Oeorge Allen, en- ‘ of the “Lodge" room boasted a white t0
recpived by thp groom and niston, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Me- where she spent a few days at Mr Gardiner Hospital.
The marriage of Miss Frances
Miss Mary Humes has employ
and jjrs George White's.
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Weston err
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Two Star Pitchers
Brown of Vinal Haven and
Rice of Boothbay Stage
a Duel
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Phil Brown continued his brilliant
pitching streak by shutting out the
Boothbay Harbor Tigers 2 to 0 at
Vinal Haven Sunday.
It was
Brown's fourth straight shut-out.
Brown and Ted Rice of Boothbay
hooked up in a great pitchers battle
with honor., about even Rice losing
out through his team-mates' mis
plays. Both pitchers kept the hits
well scattered and neither passed
a man. R;ce had 10 strikeouts to
four for Brown.
In the first inning Coombs led
off with a long fly to right whicli
Orue and E Coombs let fall between
them for a triple. Coomhs scored
as White's grounder got by Hume
The Chiefs :econd run came as the
result of a wild throw past first
by Hume.
Boothbay filled the
bases twice and had two on another
ime but Brown tightened in the
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Knox Hospital returned home with A. G. Davis. Mrs. Joseph H De0 had lunch at the tourists' camping there were favors for all the guests. ter Seekins house.
store
79-tf men! men - lai atoi j
laundry’; new hot water boiler. Amerh
T. Rice, p
his mother Monday.
A shower was given for Mrs. Nel
place on the river at Edgecomb.
frees. Mrs W. Griffin Gribbel. Mrs.
MAN to take up Landscape work can radiator equipment throughout;
Albert E. Knowlton and Julia J Riker Proctor. Mrs E A. Robbins.
lie Greenlaw at Eaton's Inn recent Must be satisfied with $35 weekly a1 eight-car garage; helps house; in
and supper at the forestry station ,
FRIENDSHIP
start. No experience necessary. Handle house. poultry house; one acre land,
34 0 10 10 24 8 4
Cormier both of this town were Mrs W H. Stalker. Mrs Thomas J.
ly.
Dainty refreshments were orders for Roses. Evergreens. Shrubs. Priced as above $7500. one-half cash
in Waldoboro.
Boat with outboard motor guaran
Trees. Berries, for old and new
10000100 x—2
united in marriage Saturday night Watson,
Ralph P Mitchell. Jr., of Augusta ~ Mrs. Camp of Davis's Point en- served. TTiose present were Mary Fruit
and Miss
Margaret Vinal Haven
customers MOORE & CO . Dept. C. teed In nice condition or no sale Prlc<
Three base hit. W. Coombs. Sacri was weekend guest of William T tertained the Methodist Ladies' Aid Hardy. Gwcneverc Morey. Myrna Newark N Y.
at the Methodist parsonage by the Wysong.
88*It for both $70 Will .ell separately.
An established restaurant buslnesi
fice hits. Andrews. McDougall. Smith. Jr.
Rev. Weston P Holman, the single
Davis.
Evangeline
McGuffie,
Joyce
'
at
her
attractive
summer
home
LOW
priced
work
horse
wanted
weigh
located In one of Maine's choicest
W’endy Salmond and John Sal
about
1200
TEL.
Camden
811.
86*88
tourists
towns, as is. $8,000
ring ceremony being used. Mr.
Double plays. Guilford and Patrick:
VirMr and Mrs. Elmer Ingalls have ’Vedr.esday for an all day session, a Morey and Barbara Webb
Five-acre farm. No. 1 Highway, but Id-41
mond entertained at a razzle-dazzle
T Rice; Andrews and Dodge; T as guests her mother. Mrs. Royal box lunch and hot coffee was served 1 ginia McGuire was hostess.
Knowlton Is the son of Mr and
Ings fair condition, priced at $3500
K
picnic Friday. The party climbed
FREEMAN S. YOUNG.
163 Main St..'
Rice and Dodge. Strike outs, by W. Keyes of Tyngsboro. Mass., and by the hostess. The next meeting
Mrs. Benjamin Knowlton of Thom
Mrs. Carrie Tracy of Bangor is
Tel. 605-M. Rockland
Mt. Battie and went to the State
Rice 10. by Brown 4
Umpires. Miss Alma Stacey of Pcterboro | wiI> be Wednesday with Mrs. Adelia employed at the home of Lorena
84-86
aston. Mrs. Knowlton is the daugh
Park on the Belfast road for lunch,
ter of Mr and Mrs. John D. ColShields and Anaerson.
Scorer N. H.
Conley.
FARM;
good
buildings.
125
acres
land
j Jameson when members will make
•••
•«- •••
•••
$► good location plenty hard wood, six
i and ended the day with swimming Merrithew.
bum. They will make their home
Charlotte
Greenlaw
is
passing
a
Miss
Myrtle
Glasser
who
has
been
Plans
for
their
annual
fair
and
supFIVE-B'm. furnished house to let. lumber cuts. 25 tons hay. good pasture,
at Lake Megunticook. The guests
in this town.
suitable Tor summer cottage, on Spruce spring well, six cows, one young horse.
vacation at home.
visiting relatives here left yester- Perwere Cynthia. Patricia and Barbara
■v.
Head
Island, connected by bridge with Fully equlped with tools and machinery.
Holy Communion will be observed
panied him. were given hearty day for her home in Minnesota.
Mr and Mrs. Bert Williams and mainland;
Mr. and Mrs. George Mitchell
very accessible, near hotel; Price $2200
Rich, Ann Chatfield. Barbara and
HOUSE
and
barn
with
three
acn
in St. Thomas Episcopal chapel
rent
reasonable.
TEL.
Rockland
853-13
handshakes and a warm recepton
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Clark, with motored to Southwest Harbor re Thomas Williams visited Mrs. Edith
56-tf | land on shore at Owls Head, good celli
Kenneth Dickey. Rita Cash, Alan
Wednesday morning at 7.30. St.
Rev. and Mrs N F. Atwood spent Mr. and Mrs. James Gillchrest and cently.
electric lights Price $1200 easy term,
Williams last Sunday at Blueliill
Robbins. Conny Lane, and they
SIX-room
tenement
to
let
on
Me
FARM Fair buildings; 95 acres land
Thomas Church will hold its an
Sunday with friends at Searsport their children Jean. James and Sally
Mrs.
Isadore
Hoffses.
Mrs
Nellie
'
Hospital
chanic
St
MRS
S
BRAULT.
33
Pur

fine blueberrv fields; three miles fron
were chaperoned by Mrs. Salmond
chase
St.
Tel
1194-W
84*89
city.
Price $1800
nual parish picnic at the Parish
and Kenduskeag.
and Miss Ella Gillchrest went Fri Wallace and H E Johnson, all of
and Mrs. Lane.
TWO farms on No. 1 Highway, firs
Camp on Lake Megunticook on
FURNISHED second floor apartment class in every way at low price
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will day to Stockton Springs and called Waldoboro were recent callers on
to Itt at 14 MASONIC ST
84*86
EIGHT-room house all Improvement
Wednesday afternoon and evening,
hold their annual mid-summer fair on Mrs Gillchrest's uncle and aunt. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter.
'I,and garage, central location. Flv
FIVE-room tenement on first floor
to
leaving the church at 2 p. m.
,,
17
minute
walk from center of Rockland
ROCKPORT
Wednesday afternoon at the Cole Mr. and Mrs James Crocker. ReLaura Murphy. Eleanor Winchen.* ■
‘ liar.
ii| Price $1200
Phyllis Leach has returned from
MAVERICK ST
Hcmestead. Russell avenue.
i turning after picnic supper at Fort P®w. Katherine Murphy and GerB
1 ANOTHER about the same with largi
Boston where she has been visiting
POUR-room apartment to let. bath. . •<}, of land. $1500. Another withou
Mrs. iFrcderick Quimby has em
If you have a cottage to let or de
Word was received Sunday eve- Knox, they called on Mr. and Mrs aid Murphy were recent Rockland
hot water heat, good location near all Improvements. $1800. All best off
sire Rummer boarder*, advertise the
her sister Mrs. Harry' Swindell.
ploy merit in Boston.
ning by Rev. J W Hyssong of the I Oscar Gould at Belfast.
visitors.
Main
St
DAVID RUBENSTEIN, Tel location
I have a very large listing
fart In ;hls paper where thousands
1285
84-tf “> choose from.
will read of It
Richard Spellman and Miss MaryMuch interest is being shotfn by t sudden death of his oldest brother
Mrs. Herbert Ncwbert. the BapMrs Inez Crosby of Camden.
----------------------------------------------------------- , V F STUDLEY. 283 Main St . Tell
Little of Quincy. Mass., arc visit Garden Club members in the Flower at Philadelphia. The case was a I tist Circle president, asks that, all Stewart Crbeton of West Rockpcrt.
LARGE room, well furnished, use of 1154 or 330 Foss House. 77 Park St
TWO small furnished cottages to let bath, harbor view. 84 CRESCENT ST.. |
82-tf 1
ing Mr. and Mrs. George Pierce.
Show to be held this evening at 7 doubly sad one as the wife of the who have tablecloths and dish Cleveland Sleeper Jr. of Rockland by week, month, or season Reasonable city.
85-87 '
-J.
THREE-room bungalow In Rockport
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Leach and o’clock at the home of Mr. and Mrs. deceased died only a few weeks ago. towels from thc vestry for launder- , and Mrs Melvin Lawry of this town price. E A. DEAN, Rockland Tel. 671
83-88
FIRST floor apartment to let with I (or sale, with or without 40 acres; low
nie st i bat)1 and electric lights. Newly deco- price. Also second-hand stoves bought
daughter Phyllis; Mr. and Mrs. Lester Shibles. Beech street. Prizes Three children are left, two boys. ! ing take them in before the 27th.1 attended a recent Republican meetFURNISHED cottage for
Tff-M rated 85 NORTH MAIN ST
85-87 alld sold TEL 1214-M. Rockland. 80-tf
Spruce Head, glassed-in and screened
Lawrence Leach and sons Ronald will be awarded in four classes.
aged 7 and 5 and a girl aged 14 the date of the’ public supper.
ing at the Augusta House.
RESTAURANT, completely furnished. ,
porch, well, garage, shed. MRS. OSCAR
and Lawrence, spent Sunday in
ns atMr. and Mrs Aaron Clark and
Miss Louise Sheriff of Wollaston. PAYSON. 101 Chestnut St.. Camden. i in< local Ion Two i;
Maynard Thomas has bought thc months. Rev. Mr. Hyssong left
----- r I
84-86 tached $6 per week V F STUDI.EY
Union with Mr. and Mrs. Carl Clemeret Walden house on Com- c»rly Monday morning for Philadel- children Rac and Norma arc visit- Mass., is spending two weeks with
283 Main St . TeL 1154 or 330
85-«7 *
COTTAGE for sale at Spruce Head,
Heath.
ing Mrs. Clark's parents. Mr and | her grandparents. Capt and Mrs. all furnished, garage, spring and well.
FURNISHED apartment to let at 122
merclal street and will soon start
R HAMMOND. 8 Llmerock St.. Cam Camden St.; dishes, linen; 10 minutes
Victor Richards of North Hamp
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Hoche Mrs. Daniel Keyes, in Bucksport Melvin Lawry.
82-tf
work on repairing and improving
den. Tel. 601.
80-88 from Samoset. TEL 1123-W
ton. Mass., Is visiting his mother same. Formerly a two-family house (Jennie Turner) are receiving con for ten days.
) Luther Wotton was luncheon
MODERN apartment to Vet. five rooms,
STANDING grass for sale on two
bath, garage; heated In winter; quiet farms free for the cutting TEL RockMrs. Robert Davis.
Miss Lucy CurtLs and her nieces guest Sunday of Llewellyn Oliver.
it will be re-arranged for a single 1 gratulations on the birth of twin
residential section. Within five mln- i land 853-13.
86-tf
Legal Notices
Mrs. Donald Hanly and Mrs family.
Mrs. Letha Simmons of Jamaica
utes walk to heart of city. Rent rea- -----------------------------------------------------------An old-fashioned brick sons' George Edward and Herbert Barbara and Shirley Curtis of
sonable
Furnished If desired
In- 1 SECOND hand lumber, windows,
Frank Tirrell of Rockland, gave a oven and two large fireplaces are Warriner. on July 13 at Knox Hos- Middleton. Mass., stayed overnight Plains, is spending the summer with
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
quire THE MENS SHOP, Main St. Cor- doors, kerosene barrells with faucet.
dinner party Saturday night in
82-tf 1 C. E GROTTON, 138 Camden St.. Tel.
WHEREAS Grace Elizabeth Fowlle I her Park,
among the attractive features of the pital. Rockland; weight 6 lbs. 4 oz Sunday with Mrs. Stewart, on their Capt. and Mrs. Melvin Lawry.
™ 1214-M
86-tf
State
honor of the 12th birthday of Miss
. Rockland. County of. Knox.. and
...
FIVE-room apartment to let. ALICE
way to camp in Millinocket.
j Mr and Mrs. Crosby Prior are of
house. Miss Walden has moved to and 5 lbs. 9 oz.
of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated PULLER. 25 Linden St . Tel 10C-J
78-tf
____
_
GOING
out
of
business
10
or
more
Joan Perry daughter of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Collamoro passing the summer on Rock Island. I January 17. 1935. recorded in the Knox
Miss Doris Page of Camden spent
Camden.
SBCOND floor apartment to let; op- uallon- vinegar 15c per gal.; five or
Registry of Dcc-Js, Book No. 241. Page
Mrs. Standish Perry. The dinner
The Ways and Means Committee 265. conveyed to th." Home Owrers' 1 r>Klte J. A Jameson store. C. A HAM- more 20c; one or more 25c. This will
Friday as guest of her grandmother, returned Sunday to their home in
Wesley
Tilton
of
Columbus.
Ohio,
Standing meadow gras3
Loan
Corporation,
a
corporation
duly
ILTON.
29 Chestnut St., TeL 986-J. 78-tf go quick.
was a formal party with beautiful
New York City, having been here ; of the PT.A met with Mrs. Howard
Mrs. O. E Page.
86-88
established under the laws of the
THREE furnished rooms with toilet; cheap JAMES SIMONTON
table decorations and corsage bou is at the Heistad home. Amesbury
j Beale Thursday, and made plans United States of America, having 4 unfurnished rooms with bath. 12
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Tonseth of for a vacation.
1930 FORD roadster for sale, recon
Hill,
for
the
remaider
of
the
sum

office and principle place of KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W.
78-tf ditioned motor, new paint. HAROLd
quets for the girls. Desert with a
The summer sale of the Fedcr- for a public dance to be held July 21 Its
Reading. Mass.. Miss Margaret Ton
business In Washington. District of
FURNISHED apartment of three ALEXANDER. 9 Central St.. Camden
three-tier birthday cake was served mer season, while studying voice seth and Lewis Thomas, of Lunen Stcd Circle will be held on thc Con- in South Waldoboro,
Columbia, thc following described real
80* It
estate situated in Rrxkland. In said rooms to let. second floor, modern.
at the home of Mrs. Tirrell. Games with Mrs. John Braun.
Suitable for couple. Garage If desired.
A 62-foot keel was laid at the County of Knox and State of Maine:
burg. Mass , were guests Saturday grcgational Church lawn Thursday
28-FOOT
fishing
or
party
boat
for
C. A EMERY. 28 Pacific St.. Tel. 436-M
Frederick Sylvester returned Sun
"Together with the buildings there
were enjoyed during the evening
$350; Gray motor; good condition.
of Mr. and Mrs. H O Heistad. on at 1.30. Needlework, aprons, 1 ome- Scott Carter boat shop last week for
73-tf sale.
on
and
bounded
and
described
as
PHIL
MURPHY.
Tenants
Harbor
88*88
Sixteen boys and girls were present day- to Wollaston. Mass., after their way to Moosehead Lake for cooked food and candy will be on Capt. Ames of Vinal Haven,
follows, to wit: Beginning at Orange
UNFURNISHED apartment with bath
Street at the corner of Holmes
BEAUTIFUL Pom puppies for sale.
to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST., Tel.
Jannice French. Polly Freytag spending a two-weeks' vacation at fishing. During their absence Mr sale. Should the day not be fair, j Leonard C. Stetson spent WedStreet; thence running northerly
85*87
156-W.
70-tf 42 FULTON ST., city.
| nesday with his sister Miss Rachel
along said Orange Street, one hun
David Montgomery. Brewster Jame the home of liis sister-in-law. Miss and Mrs. Tonseth's daughters. it will be in the vestry.
FURNISHED apartments to let. of two
SIX
cows
for
‘
■ale;
some
new
milch.
dred
and
fifty-nine
(159,
feet
to
rooms and bath. $6 week V. F. STUD- FRANK MORRIS. Tenants Harbor 86*88
son, Thomas McKay, Sara Harv Hortense Bounded. Mrs. Sylvester, Selma and Dorothy, are remaining
Thc Girl Scouts had picnic nipper Stetson and his aunt Miss Helen
a stake and stones; thence westerly,
LEY TeL 1154 or 330. 283 Main St 69-tf
three hundred and forty-five ,345,
Paula Kallock of Genoa, Italy. who accompanied him here, will re with Mr. and Mrs. Heistad. In care last night at Lcvensaler house with Stetson.
THREE to four hundred good sized
Feet more or less, to the easterly
4-ROOM
tenement to let over standing pine and spruce lumber trees.
Joseph Stafford who spends the main for a longer visit.
line
of
the
Knox
and
Lincoln
Rail

j Rev. Dr. Littl8 of Bangor who is
French-, barber shop
LAWRENCE Inquire 149 NEW COUNTY ROAD 85*87
of Miss Virginia Noyes. Mr. and their weekly meeting.
road; thence southerly along said
MILLER. Rankin St . Tel. 692-M 79-tf
Miss Pearl A Baker, R. N . Mrs. Mrs. Heistad also have as guest Mr.
summer at Lincolnville Beach; Di n
Grace Chapter's annual picnic , spending his summer vacation in
PIANOS to tell or rent. Call or
Knox and Lincoln Railroad, one hun
ROOMS to let. Apply at 15 GROVE phone THOMAS PIANO ROOMS. 33
dred and seventy <170, feet to
aid Fogg of Rockland; Phyllis and Sam Banks and Miss Nina bu- Heistad's sister, Mrs. Thomine was held Sunday at ‘'Cheerio," , this vicinity was the speaker Sunday
ST.
79-tf
Megunticook St.. Camden. Tel. 588
Holmes Street;
thence easterly
Bcaulah McLeod of Boston; Thomas chanan. R. N. who were weekend Johnson of Rahway. N. J.
85-87
Hiram Libby's cottage at Bird's at the Methodist Church.
along said Holmes Street two hun
FOUR room apartment to let. all
dred
and
elghty-elght
,288,
feet
or
modern.
Apply
at
CAMDEN
and
guests
of
Rev.
and
Mrs.
J
W.
Hys

PIGS for sale, four and five weeks
and William Yates who spend thc
Point in Cushing, with an excellent' Mrs. Melvin Lawry attended the
there a bouts to bounds first men
ROCKLAND WATER CO . Tel 634 79-tf old. CHESTER and CHESTER- BERK
summer at Owl's Head; and Coralie song, left Monday morning for their
tioned."
dinner at 1.30 and a pleasant after- recent Republican County meeting
SHIRE. Gleason Hill Farm, Union, Tel
GLEN COVE
WHEREAS,
the
condition
of
said
4-5
85*87
Hanley of Rockland.
home in Philadelphia.
noon, boating and swimming being in Rockland Mrs. Inez Wing, vice Mortgage is broken:
$(*•-*•**•**•**•*****•**•**•**•■*•■*•**•*8^
MARINE Bargains — Immediate de
Now.
therefore,
by
reason
of
the
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Edgres of
enjoyed
by
many
of
the
party.
The
chairman of the State Committee
More than a hundred old friends
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Blalsdell and
♦ livery. 16-foot mahogany outboard runa
breach of the condition thereof, the ♦ iiinnn v a
Roselle, N. J., are occupying thc L and former parishioners of Rev. family have moved to the Everett Star members are appreciative of gave an interesting talk.
bout. seats five, 16 h p. Johnson, speed
said Home Owners’ Loan Corporation,
up to 35 miles, fine condition $275
Elisha W Pike, its Attorney there
O. Gross Camp at Hcsmcr Pond for Forrest F. Fowle now of Winthrop, Humphrey tenement.
Mr .and Mrs. Libby's courtesy and
Capt. Melvin Lawry and Guy by
Trailer to take same If wanted $20
unto duly authorized by Its power of
Twenty-one foot Cape Cod type sailing
two weeks.
Bessey, selectmen of this town were attorney dated October 1. 1936. and re
At the latest meeting of Penob hospitality.
availed themselves of thc oppor
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for sloo.i. good condition $150. Eighteen
corded In the Knox County Registry
Mrs. Emma Bubar of Blaine, has tunity to again hear him preach at scot View Grange, refreshments
Friday afternoon thc Contract in Randolph on business recently. of Deeds. Book 249 Page 313, claims a and delivered. Tel 791. CRIE HARD foot cedar outboard runabout, built by
WARE Co.. Rockland
79-tf Turner. China Lake, seats six- 32 h.p.
of said mortgage, and gives
been visiting friends and relatives thc Methodist Church Sunday eve were served after an interesting Club met at the Lcvensaler house.
Mr. and IMrs. Ray Winchenpaw foreclosure
AFI^R this date I will pay no bills Johnson like new. $370. and many
this notice for that purpose
in town for a few days.
Mrs. William Robinson of Warren and daughter Betty were dinner
Dated this ninth day of July. A. D except tlMMC contracted by me person- others Write us M to your require
ning. This service planned by Earle program.
ally. NELSON B CALDERWOOD. Ap ments. KNOX MARINE' EXCHANGE.
19*8
Mrs. Clarence SfWvens of Ohio Achorn, in thc absence of the pas
Wiswell Hocksworth of Belmont had liigh score. Miss Lizzie Leven- guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. HOME OWNERS’ LOAN CORPORATION pleton. July 18. 1938
85-87
86*88 Camden.
called Sunday at thc home of Mr tor. Rev. N. F. Atwood, as a fellow Is employed haying for Sidney Stin salcr second, and Miss Lucy Rokes Wardell MacFarland.
L.y Elisha W Pike
CHILD'S crib for sale with mattress
NOTICE This -is to notify all per
83-T-89 sons that after this date I shall pay and quilts.
In excellent condition.
and Mrs. W. D. Heald in Camden. ship service was of unusual interest. son.
third. Next Friday the Club will
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Achorn and
84*86
t-o more bills except those contracted Apply 16 BROAI) ST.
STATE OF MAINE
Mrs. Ernest Fowler is visiting Mr. Opening numbers were given by
A small gathering assembled Sun meet in the same place.
daughter and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bureau of Taxation-Property Division In person. JOHN BECKMAN. Vinal
GOOD
used
cars
and
trucks
for
sale.
Haven. Me.. July 19, 1938
86-88
and Mrs. Richard Howarth for a the reed section of the High School day afternoon on the shore of Hall s
Revival subjects at the Pente Strout. all of Thomaston wre sup
’28 Oldcmoblle four-door sclan. ’30
Aupu ta. July 9. 1938.
CHRISTMAS
cards
Up
to
110%
Chevrolet
coach.
'30
Dodge
eight
sedan.
Notice is hereby given that the Bu
few days.
Band. Prayer was offered by Rev. beach to attend a baptism. High costal mission are: Wednesday per guests Saturday of Miss Eda reau
of Taxation will be In session at profit with Bonus selling sensational '33 Dodge R. s. coupe. '34 V-8 panel
Mr. and Mrs. W. D Heald and Robert Carle of the Pentecostal Priest George Woodward of the Lat “Rivers of Refreshment;’’ Thursday Lawry at the Lawry cottage Forest the Court Howe in Rockland on Thurs 21 folder $1 assortment. Wrappings. truck. '37 Lwb. Chevrolet chassis and
day Forenoon, the 21st day of July, at Everyday*. Stationery. 50 for $1 Per cab; cash, terms or trade. HENRY K
Charles Clarence called Sunday on Church, and the Scripture was read ter Day Saints Church officiated.
"Modern Manna
Friday "Eternity, Lake.
84*86
8.30 o’clock, a m.. 1038. in the County sonals. Kiddle Kards Experience un ALLEN. Tenants Harbor.
Knox, to secure Information to en necessary. Request sample box on ap
relatives in Augusta.
Loren Carver and Miss Rose Har lollege."
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter, ac- of
by Rev. Philip Tolman A surprise
FORTY-acre farm, good building ,
TERRY STUDIOS. 700
able them to make a Just equalization proval. plan
MRS
86*It sightly location, blueberries.
Mr. and Mrs. William Stover and and highly enjoyable feature were rington of Lincolnville Beach were
The “Crockett Store Crowd" and companied by his mother. Miss of the taxable property In said County, Westfield. Mass.
GERTRUDE STUDLEY. West End,
to Investigate charges of conceal
MEDIUM readings by appointment Thomaston.
84*89
Mr and Mrs. Irville Cheney of three piano selections by Converse callers Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. C. guests, invited by Miss .Elizabeth Jane Murphy and Eleanor Win- and
ment of property from taxation, of un only TEL 1092-W
86-91
FITTED slabwood for sale, delivered,
Monmouth, spent thc weekend at Nickerson, a summer resident of E. Gregory's.
Thurston to picnic supper in her chenpaw were Bath visitors re dervaluation and of failure to assess
NOTICE—On and after this date. $5 cord
Tel. 12-23
Washington,
property liable to taxation.
the Stover cottage on the Belfast Northport. Vocal selections were
July 19. I will not be responsible for ROBERT ESANCY, Liberty. Me 85*8fl
orchard Wednesday showered gifts cently
Eastern Standard Time.
any bills contracted by anyone but
FRANK
H
HOLLEY.
upon one of their number. Mis91 Lewis Thibodeau of Boston is
NEW. 12-foot pine skiffs for sale. $15
road.
also given by the church choir and
Stute Tax Assessor. myself. GEORGE H. WITHEE. Vinal V L. PACKARD Tel 446.
84-8*:
Vivian Mullen of Rockland, whose ( visiting Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Tlii- A. E. Lewis, Clerk
Miss Charlotte Greenlaw of | men's quartet. Ernest Crockett, RoVERY good buys xxx superior lumber
LADIES
—
Reliable
hair
goods
at
Rock

85-86
engagement to Gerald Black also 1 bedeau.
Wellesley. Mass., is visiting her | ]and Richards. Maurice Miller and
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mail orders matched pine boards, best seasoned;
BiSO noveltv pine siding for house
CALL
of Rockland was recently an-1 Mrs. Gertrude Oliver was guest
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
aunt Mrs. A. W. Rich.
j Keith Crockett. Mr. Fowle used as
79-tf beauty. JAMES Y MESERVE. File V.O
nounced
Miss
Mullen
was
genu

B.. Jefferson. Me ; TeL North WhiteFrederick Jagcls passed the week- his subject "Christian Fellowship"
Wcdnesday
of
Mrs.
Bedfield
Miller.
HAVENER’S ICE CO
MEN old at 40! Get renewed strength field 15-23 xxx Spa,hawk "New Eng
end with his mother Emily Jagels. I giving a stirring address. At the
inely surprised, and the party was
Postmaster and Mrs. Carlton Sim
New Ostrex Tonic Tablets contain raw land" hand-made braided rugs; slncr
Tel. 792
oyster lnvigorators and other stimul !782; pronounced Sparrock
Thought
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Holt return- dose of the service he and the
55*56tf a great success. Out-door games mons have been at Miss Eda
ants. Value $1.25, Introductory price and feeling found In all craftsmanship
were enjoyed after supper, and mu- Lawry’s on a recent visit.
$1 Call, write C. H. MOORE & CO.. or art #row under the eyes In etudylns
ing to Brookline, Mass.. Monday members of his family, who accomBocklanfl
7^90 Me
65-fl

In Everybody’s Column
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Eve ry-Other-Day

OCl ETY
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett en
tertained 20 guests Sunday at their
summer home at Spruce Head.
Noonday luncheon, walks to the
shore and inspection of the lovely
rock garden proved an interesting
past time. Those present were Mr.
and Mrs. H. H. Stickney of Bel
mont. Mass., and Crawford Pond,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McKinley of
Union, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Love
SUMMER VISITORS
joy. Mr. and Mrs. E. Stewart OrbeAt the height of the summn, ton. Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Hellier, Mr
season there are many visitors in and Mrs. J. A. Jameson, Mr. and
Rockland and vicinity, and The ] Mrs. Carol Howes. Dr. and Mrs.
Courier-Gazette is very glad to | William Ellingwood and their house
chronicle them. To this end will ■ guest, Mrs. Mac Parks, of Virginia,
you kindly send the names of I Miss Ruth McKinley and Herbert
your guests to this office, or noti ' Ellingwood.
fy Mrs. Warren C. Noyos, 38
Miss Dorothy Lawry entertained
Orange street, telephone 873-R.
We will greatly appreciate it.
several members of the Industrious
Debs and invited guests Sunday
Shakespeare Society will hold a night at a picnic supper party, at
picnic Wednesday. Dinner at Rock the Lawry cottage in Cushing.

ledge Inn at 1 o'clock; thence to the
Mrs. Lewis Rokes spena Friday at
ummer home of Mrs. H. P.
Jefferson Lake, where she was a
Blodgett, Spruce Head.
guest at the cottage of Mrs. Ray
Mrs. Edward F. Glover was hos mond Flagg.
tess Friday to a group of Camden
women for luncheon and cards.

Miss Edith Bicknell has been at ST. BERN ARB’S LAWN PARTY
tending the annual meeting of the
Josselyn Botanical Society at the Too Cute For Words Will Be Boll
Carriage and Bicycle Parade
Bear Pond Inn, North Turner.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Tolman
of Portsmouth. N. H„ were guests
last week of Mr Tolmans brothers
and sister Mrs. Willis Snow, Lake
avenue. Monday they motored to
Blue Hill, Wednesday to Pemaquid
and returned to their home Thurs
day.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rosscel and
sons John and William have re
turned to Quincy, Mass, having
spent a week at the McBride cot
tage, Spruce Head.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Keating and
children returned yesterday to Lee,
Mass., after a visit of two weeks with
Mrs. Henry Keating, Mechanic
street.
Mr. and Mrs. N. P. Cobb. Miss
Ada Perry. Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Young
i and Mrs. J H. Longill of Dorchester,
Mass spjnt Sunday at isle£boro.

The doll carriage and bicycle pa
rade which is to open St. Bernard's
lawn party Tuesday afternoon, July
26, promises to be one of the out
standing events of the summer sea
son in Rockland. Entries are pour
ing in faster than the committee
can handle them. As stated before
the doll carriage event is open to
all children of the city, eight years
or under, while the bicycle event
is open to boys and girls 12 years or
under.
First and second prizes will be
awarded to both girls and boys
picked by the judges as the best 1
entry. The judges, whose decision
will be final, are Miss Ellen Daly of
Rockland, Mrs. Jack Hughes of
Camden, and Mrs. Helen Caldrice of
Warren. A consolation prize will be
, awarded to each child entering both

events. Arrangements for entries
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wight of
in both events must be made not
Pennsylvania are visiting Fred W.
later than Friday, July 22, with Mrs.
Wight.
Herman Carr, 14 Ocean street, or
Mrs Everett Parks of Onancock, Mrs. Richard Foley, 11 Trinity street.
Va., is the guest of her cousin, Mrs.
After the parade there will be spe
William Ellingwood.
cial attractions and games on the
Mrs. Jane W Bird, Miss Madeline lawn for the kiddies.
Bird, Mrs. Arthur S. Richardson
At 3.15 there will be a bridge
and Mrs. W. O. Fuller lunched with party on the lawn for those who
Mrs Howard G. Philbrook at Poland wish to enjoy themselves while the
Spring, motoring over in Miss Bird’s kiddies are playing. Mrs. Willis
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Buses

Use the New “AIRLINER
THE LATEST IN COMFORT AND HIGHWAY SAFETY

AGAIN, MAINE CENTRAL, THE SAFE BUS LINES, WHERE YOU RIDE AT LOWEST FARES, YET PROTECTED Al l. HIE WAY
BY RAILROAD RESPONSIBILITY LEADS IN PROVIDING THE NEWEST IN HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION.
10 New “Airliners” now in service on THROUGH RUNS between Rorkland, Bath, Augusta, Portland, Bangor, Waterville and Boston.
(Also serving all intermediate points). NO CHANGES ENROUTE WHEN YOU RIDE MAINE CENTRAL BUSES.
These nrw $14,000 highway parlor-type coaches are air-rooled; noise insulated; have special designs ta insure smooth riding; seat 37
passengers, each in reclining (hairs and they have new-type, full view, safety glass windows. You see ALL the scenery when you ride on
Maine Central buses with full view windows. No "gadgets” on Maine Central buses, just solid comfort and safety.
Frequent service—Through tickets and reserv ationa to any point in the country.
WHY NOT ENJOY THE NEWEST AND BEST IN BUS SERVICE—IT COSTS NO MORE THAN OTHER FORMS OF HIGHWAY
TRANSPO RTATION.
For reservations or information,
CORNER DRUG STORE. Rorkland. Tel 378 NARRAGANSETT HOTEL, Rockland. Tel. 340
CHISHOLM BROS, Rorkland. Plioue 8191
HOTEL ROCKLAND, Rockland. Tel. 580
THORNDIKE HOTEL, Rockland. Phone 620 M. C. R. It. STATION, Rockland. Phone 92

Miss Lucille Durette, of the Pru
dential Insurance office staff, is
Merton R. Sumner of New York s-pending two weeks' vacation in
city is spending a week's vacation Boston, the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
as guest of his mother. Mrs. Bess!'* John Komich (Vada Clukey).
car.
Anderson of Warren street is in
Sumner and aunt and uncle, Mr
| stcr Grove. Mo.; J. J Letts and C.
UNION MUTUAL AGENTS
Mrs.
Ralph
Merrill
and
Miss
charge of the arrangements. There
and Mrs. Ralph B. Peyler. \
! F. Grein of the Buffalo agency;
Miss Hattie Lamb of Hartford.
Marston, of Newtonville, Mass.,
will be a prize for each table of
| Living Life of Kuliev On the High
j Charles W. Bowser of Pittsburgh;
Conn.,
is
spending
the
summer
with
Charles McIntosh and sister Miss have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
bridge instead of two high prizes as
Season—Visit Local Parts
her brother, Eugene Lamb.
j W. H. Lushcar. of Newark; A. P.
Louise McIntosh entertained at a Elmer C. Davis for a few days.
previously stated.
! Labbe. of the Van Buren agency;
(Continued
from
Page
One)
autograph
that.
Russell
returned
Eight
representatives
of
Union
benefit bridge last Wednesday eve
Following the bridge party, be
R E. Pcttingill and G. A. Stearns of
in short order, with three photo
The regional meeting of the
ning for the Women's Auxiliary of
ginning at 5.30 a buffet picnic sup
and again when they were two years graphs and the doctor obligingly Mutual Life Insurance Company of the agency department, and the host
St Peter's Church. Honors were Maine Federation of Garden Clubs
per will be served. This will take
Portland from various parts of the Mr. Irish.
won by Mrs. Streeter Webster. Mrs. is taking place today at Caribou, in
the place of the usual lawn party| old. Extra guards were put on. and autographed all of them.
country are guests of Vice President
The greup planned to visit Boothnothing
happened.
There
’
s
a
lot
And he also generously consented R. E Irish on his cruiser "La Rubita”
Dorothy Baxter. Mrs. Anne Foley, connection with the garden pilgrim
supper.
bay Harbor. Christmas Cove, New
you
read
in
the
newspapers
that
has
age
to
Aroostook
County.
Among
to
pose
for
a
picture
with
both
of
The special beano game will start
Mrs. Audrey Teel and Mrs. Annie
and the chartered "Dauntless” on a Harbor, Friendship, Vinal Haven
By Pauline Ricker
at fl p .m. There will be a band no foundation in fact. We read it us, in front of the house, choosing cruise along the Maine coast this
Saville with consolation going to Al the speakers are Mrs. Harrie B.
and Monhegan before returning to
Rockland Breakwater, July 17— concert by the City Band. Other and only smile. No attempt at con a moment when there were not too week.
Coe of Cape Cottage, president of
fred Haynes.
;
Portland.
the Federation; Mrs. W. R. Pattan- There has been much gayety among attractions and games are arranged tradiction is made unless the state many sightseers passing. Those
The company's leading agents are
ments
are
too
rabid.
”
Miss Viola Anderson and Miss Syl gall of Augusta, on legislation; Mrs. the guests and cottagers and this to afford a pleasant evening's en
who did pass had awe written all well represented in the party as each
Dr. Dafoe told me how a family over their countenances as they
via Laitinen are spending their va Clarence S. Beverage of Augusta, week promises to be a very busy tertainment.
invitation was extended in recog
cation in Portland.
on nature work, and Mrs. Fred S. one. Foremost in the sporting ac
The members of the various com of skunks had taken possession of looked upon the scene.
nition of outstanding sales per
Woods of Cape Elizabeth on road tivities is the golf, the weekly mittees who are lending every ef the play-house basement, and how
formance during the past three
Mail From Everywhere
Mrs. John M. Pomeroy and Miss side development.
Kickers' Tournament being entered fort to make the affair a success plans were being made to get rid of
Dr. Dafoe Is a man of medium months.
Elizabeth Hagar served as chap
by all the golfing enthusiasts. The are: Tickets, Misses Agnes and them.
Those on the cruise are: W H.
height
with a generous head of hair
erones Saturday afternoon, and
Rebecca, daughter of Mr. and drawing for prizes takes place dur- Alice Flanagan; food, Mrs. Cecelia
Becker
and W. R. Dunham of the
Half a Million Visitors
which was quite ignorant of comb
Miss Laura Pomeroy was a very suc Mrs Robert Crane of Skowhegan, ing the intermission at Saturday Derby, Mrs. Fred Derby, Mrs. Ed
St. Louis agency; E. F. Chapman,
“
I
suppose
the
children
have
a
!
or
brush
at
the
time
of
our
call.
A
cessful hostess. Present at her is with her grandparents. Mr. and night's dance.
ward Ingraham, Mrs. Ray Duff,
great many visitors?”
j tiny white moustache graces his another member of the St Louis
) party were Barbara Derry, Jean- Mrs Kennedy Crane, Beech street,
Miss Fiances Tidridgc and Law Miss Lucy Ball, Mrs. D. L. McCarty,
agency, who is also Mayor of Wcb“
Yes.
it
is
estimated
that
almost
I upper lip. But you forget all about
'nette Gordon, Dorothy Frost. Kath for a few weeks.
rence Stirling, representing the Mrs. Willis Anderson, Mrs. P.
half a million people come annual personal description when you gaze
erine Rice. Doris Gatti and Doro
Arthur Murray Studios, will be the Knight, Mrs. Sanford Delano; ice
ly to Callander to sec them. Three ! into his twinkling, magnetic eyes !
thy Sherman. Edwin Jones. Donald
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Connors of i feature of Saturday's dance (July cream and candy booth, Miss Mil
Benefit lire Department
thousand have been admitted at a
He arises at 7 a. m. and reitres
WED.-THURS.
Marriner. Laroy Brown. Milton Rol- Quincy, Mass , were weekend guests 23).
dred Sweeney, Misses Josephine and
single showing.
between 10 p. m. and midnight. One ;
J’ins, Edward Storer. Gordon Rich- of Miss Bertha McIntosh.
Today Mrs. George Parry of Wyn Anna Pcllicane; fancy table, Mrs
Fr
“Do you think this will be the last of his daily tasks is the handling of !
BIGGEST AND BEST
Jardson and Lucien Green. Jr.
cote, Penn., and Mrs. Edith V. Perley Miller and Mrs. Israel Snow:
season they are exhibited?”
a bagful of mail which comes from
Mrs. P. M. MacLeod and daugh Paschall, Lansdowne. Penn., arrive hot dogs and cold drinks, Mrs.
SHOW ON EARTH
“I hardly think so.”
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford O. Perry ter.', Beulah and Phyllis of Quincy.
WALTER WANGER
all corners of the globe. He occu- i
to spend a week with Mr. and Mrs. Timothy O'Donnell, Misses Octavia
FOR THE PRICE!
“What of the girls’ future?"
-> '
presents
have arrived from St. Petersburg, Mass., who have been guests of Mrs.
pies a modest abode, almost in the ;
J Scott Fowler at their cottage. The and Florina Ferrero, Mrs. Richard
heart
of
Callander,
but
the
differ|
“You have given me a hard ques
[Fla. for their annual summer visit. MacLeod's sister, Mrs. Frank Tirrcll
Flume. Frank Cox will give a pro Foley; fish pond, Mrs. Clara CalderI
tion to answer: they will become encc between that and all of the I
for a week, have returned home.
wood.
Sylvia
Webster,
Ione
Lougram in the ballroom tonight, the
Mrs. Daniel G. Munson and
I
free
agents
when
they
are
18
years
I
other
houses
in
the
world
is
that
■
first of a series of entertainments. raine; solicitors, Mrs. Anna Web
(daughter Miss Alice Munson of
old." Then it is probable that ro- brass sign which reads “Dr. A. R.
Miss Caroline MacAllister and
Last evening Mr. and Mrs. Frank ster, Mrs. John Thompson, Mrs. Wil
I Brooklyn, are at their Ingraham
co-starring
Dafcc "
Miss Edith Hamel of Penhurst, Pa, Sayre who are visiting Mrs. An lis Anderson, Mrs. P. Knight, Mrs. 1 mance will enter the picture.
Midtleine
Henry
Hill cottage for the summer.
I have rambled on at great length I
Dr.
Dafoe
was
asked
for
auto

have returned home, having been drew McBurney entertained the Ray Duff, Miss Lucy Ball, Mrs. Jane
graph
by
both
Russell
and
myself.
and yet I have not told you what I
Mr. and Mrs. John Simpson and guests for a few days of Mr. and cottagers for cocktails. Following Foley, Mrs. Arthur Doherty.
•
M'Z/A
“Tell you what I will do.” said he I saw in tire Dionne play-house That
Other
attractions
will
be
handled
Mrs.
L
E.
Jones.
Camden
street
this
party
Mr
and
Mrs.
J.
Scott
leo CARRILLO and John HALIIOAT
daughter Dorothy of West BoylesI “get me one of the large photo- J comes in the next Issue.
Directed by Willum Dietetic
Fowler gave a dinner party for the by the men of the parish.
ton. Mass., and Mrs. Emma Walsh
! graphs of the quintuplets, and I will 1 (Continued in Thursday's issue)
(iiined In United Artau^
'
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Rhodes
of
Sayre's.
Other
guests
present
were
of Dorchester, Mass., arc guests of
Newtonville,
Mass.,
were
weekend
Mrs. Andrew McBurney, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. James S. McIntosh,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. E. McRae Mrs. Stuart Buck.
to Maine was chiefly to study the
1
, Park street.
- I
Indian .and he engaged Joseph Polls
Arrivals expected during the week
TED LEWIS
Mr. and Mrs Wilbur Senter visit include Mrs. A. B. Atkinson. Phila;
Stanley Nickerson and family of
of Indian Island, one of the Indian
______ 711
A. B. Crocker
IN PERSON
i Boston visited Rockland friends ed Miss Constance Knickerbocker Mr. and Mrs. George A. Bush. Buf
aristocracy, as guide to the Maine
i
NOW PLAYING
I over the weekend. They were on Sunday at Ocean Park.
Famcus All Round
falo; Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Sloane,
woods. Writing to a friend Aug.
“HAVING A WONDERFUL
Rcdcc Champion
II heir way to Shediac, N. B
New York. Judge and Mrs Fletcher,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
18. 1857; “I have now returned and
TIME"
Miss Mary Lawry has gone to Washington, David Bradley Phila
The tourist of 1938 when he I think I have had quite a profit
with
WITH MIS CONGRESS OFRobert A Friend of Melrose, Whitefield, where she is canoeing delphia; Miss Florence Connor,
GINGER ROGERS
HOLLYWOOD COWBOYS,
able journey, chiefly froln associat
reaches
Bangor
will
not
find,
as
(Mass., has been visiting Mr. and instructor at Katherine Ridgeway New York city.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JIt.
DREAM PHANTASY
COWGIRLS AND INDIANS
ing
with
an
intelligent
Indian.
I
j Thoreau did in 1857, a passenger
none than
Mrs. Earle Perry at Holiday Beach. Camp.
| For The Courier-Gazette 1
A boat trip among the islands
Adults
have made a short excursion into
twice ITS
mist arises through the night.
steamer at the wharf there. Thor
and a putting match are also A
Founts size
the
new
world
which
the
Indian
And
veils
the
myriad
sliver
stars.
50c
Mrs. Milton W. Weymouth and
Miss Rose Whitmore, who gradu scheduled for this week.
Draped In their canopy of blue.
eau made three excursion.? to the dwells in or is. The Indian who can
wt 80S
*1 8t tllPHAW’l hildren
Out of the haze come phantom ships—
laughters Ruth and Bea of Ai ated from University of Maine in
Pine Tree State—August 1846. Sep find his way so wonderfully in the
.SMPIOM
Bark, steamer, yawl and crew.
25c
Rorkland
Tel 8H2
red visited Mrs. Fred T Vcazic the June, left Monday for Bangor
July 18—Mrs. Karl Anderson, A tug. a yacht, a schooner trim—
tember 1853. July 1857—and each woods passesscs so much intelli
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg. 6.45. 8.45.
i
JMO/O
OA'
I
T
I
0
I'
M
L-.kS
OPIN
I Mfi/w
Imagination
Interim.
ast of Uie week.
where she has taken a position in Philadelphia and Forest Farms
time lie went by steamer from Bos gence which the white man docs
86-87
Continuous Sat. 2.15 to 10.30
the advertising department at the Cottage, The Samoset, entertained Sad memories of lost marine.
ton
not."
N C. C. 2
Dream ships of other days
The members of the Goago Class
Freeze department store.
the children in the hotel and cot Fill heart and soul with yearning
He writes of the last excursion:
Somerville, Mass., July 14
| f the First Baptist Church and
And
wonder
will
they
nevermore
tages this afternoon at a birthday Greet us with swift returning?
"I started in my third excursion to
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
• heir lady friends will have a weinie
Members of the Methebesec Club party given in honor of her son, Out on the deep the bell buoy
the Maine woods July 20. 1857, ar
Midsummer Reduction, Land O'
| nst Wednesday night. Meet at had an outing Friday at Spruce
Clangs Its danger warning;
$275—Three Awards
William Peter Anderson. Among High o'erhead a beacon star
riving at Bmigor about noon the Cotton Frocks; also summer Coats
ie church at G o’clock.
Head, where they were guests of those attending were Deborah White lighthouse tower adorning.
next day. We had hardly left the and Suits. Mansficld-Buttncr Co.
HowFortuneTellers
Mrs. . Maude Blodgett.
Picnic Beardwood, Donald and Joseph A few there be who venture forth
steamer when we passed Molly Mo
Work with Stock Pro
adv. It
Mrs. Sanford E. Preble of Presque
luncheon was followed by a social Beardwood. Richard Collins. Shir On sparkling wave and storm
moters.
That touch our longings for the sea. lasses in the street. As long as she
sle is visiting her sister Mrs. Oscar
afternoon of sewing.
With keen romance and charm
ley
and
Jane
Scott,
and
Susan
An

lives,
the
Pcnobscots
may
be
con

yickmore. Traverse street.
They give us faith, in God's own time
OPERA HOUSE, CAMDEN
derson.
sidered extant as ,a tribe.”
We ll see our ships In gallant line.
Mrs. Donald Hanley and Mrs.
o
—(>
A cocktail and dinner party was
K. 8 F.
There have been many changes in
The 80th birthday of A. B Butler
Frank Tlrrell entertained a group of given last night in honor of Mrs.
Rockland
Maine since 1857 and one of the
[ was observed Sunday in a quiet way
Tuesday, July 26, at 8.30
youths and maidens Saturday, hon C F. Germain, East Orange New
greatest will be found in Bangor,
attending church service as usual
Evg. at 8; Sat. Mat. 2.30 D.S.T.
oring Miss Joan Perry of Camden,
YALE PUPPETEERS
MICKIE SAYS—
Jersey.
the head of the actual tide water
1 in the morning Recognition of the
on her 13th birthday. The pleas
Anniversary Week
John Langdon Jones, who has
in a musical revue
on the Penobscot River and once
anniversary was made by his
500tli Production
ant occasion was their first real
been spending a few days with his
daughter and sons and a large numthe
greatest
lumber
shipping
port
“
It
’
s
A Small World”
THIS NEWSPAPER Alifr THE
“TOVARICH”
dinner party, the girls in their long mother at the Samoset left this
' in the world. It Is 60 years since
jer of cards and remembrances
OWLY YHIMQ WE PRINT '.
with
party dresses and the boys in white morning and is sailing shortly for
GOSH, WO! we PRlWT EVERY
I paid my first visit there. July
from relatives, friends and neigh
DORIS DALTON
flannels' being the “last word” in
W EI).. AUG. 3
-thing iw our. Shop but
Europe.
GEORGE MarCREADY
1878. 21 years after Thoreau's last
bors brought a pleasure and happi
at 8.311 I*. M.
THURSDAY
modern attire for the “teens.” The
GlO
BIU.S.
BRIUG
IM
YOUR.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Bukear and
ness that will linger in memory. A
visit, and it was then a great lumfirst course was served at Mrs. Han
PRIWTIWG OROERS I MAKE
WEEK STARTING MONDAY
Ted Shawn and His
20th Century-Fox presents
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Germain were
' birthday dinner was given in his
i ber shipping port.
NIGHT, JULY 25
US HUSTLE «• WE LIKE IT
ley's home, garden flowers being
Darryl F. Zanuck's ,,
Men Dancers
among those cruising on The Ger
' honor by Mr. and Mrs. Frank F.
Thoreau
writes:
“
In
1837
there
Matinee Saturday, July 30
effectively used for decorations.
LAKEWOOD PLAYERS
Butler and a supper with his favo- Colorful corsages and boutonnieres trude II.
were 250 sawmills on the Penobscot
Present
Arrivals include Mr. and Mrs. J.
Ti l s, AUG. 9
< rite cake the central feature by Mr.
and its tributaries above Bangor,
were given as favors. The guests
at 8.30 P. M.
; and Mrs. William W. Butler. then went across to the Tirrcll home, A. Smith, Brooklyn; Miss Annie
ARTHUR BYRON
the greater part of them in this im
Courtney,
Mrs.
A.
E.
Francis.
Miss
in
(Though an octogenarian, Mr. Butler where a beautiful cake, prettily
University Gilbert &
mediate neighborhood and they
The World Premiere of
[is in fairly good health, and does decorated, was included In the sec N. B. Wiles. Mrs. L. R. Dunkley,
sawed 200.000.000 feet of boards an
Sullivan Company
la day’s work on the farm, arising at ond course. Many lovely gifts were New York; Mr. and Mrs. William
nually."
“The Gondoliers”
I an early hour, that would tire many presented the honor guest and Elkins, Mr. and Mrs. J. M. MacIf in 1878 there had been pub
Clean. Philadelphia; Mr. and Mrs.
a man years younger.
lished in a Bangor paper that 60
games were enjoyed in the recrea
THURS., AUG. 25
M. B. Pettibone. Hannibal Mo.
years later the world would have
tion room. Those present were Miss
at 8.30 P. M.
TUESDAY, WCSII
by
Public beano, sponsored by Ruth Paula Kalloch of Genoa. Italy, sum
no use for the Penobscot River for
Seecnd Session Cooking School
Ruth St. Denis and
Mayhew Tent, in G A R. hall Wed mer guest of Miss Perry; Miss Jenice
water borne traffic and not a foot
OWEN DAVIS
1.G0 P. M.
Her Dancers
nesday evening. Every game prizes French, Miss Sarah Hary, Miss
with
of lumber would be shipped from
"WOMAN AGAINST WOMAN"
OWEN DAVIS, JR.
and specials —adv.
there
by
water,
my
guess
is
that
un

Pauline Ausplund, Joseph Stafford,
with
All Seals 50r and $1.00 I plus tax)
Scries Tickets: $5.50. $4.40, $3.30
less the editor made a right smart
Thomas McKay, Brewster Jameson,
VIRGINIA BRUCE
(including tax)
getaway,
he
would
have
climbed
a
and David Montgomery of Camden;
Wednesday Afternoon, July 27
On Sale
pole by the aid of a rope.
Dr. Edward W. Peaslee
Miss Betty Yates and Thomas
YALE PUPPETEERS
OZIZ 'l»X
Quoting Thoreau, 1857: “Opposite
in
uapuic,) ‘dSuFq>X3 C.UJUIOM
Yates of Springfield, Mass, and
Dentist
Musical Revue
City Drug Co., Belfast, Tel. 341-M
the
sunkhaze
Is
the
main
boom
of
Owl's
Head;
Miss
Carrolie
Hanley
420 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
“IT'S A SMALL WORLD"
Single Seals: $1,65, $1.10, 85c
the Penobscot where the logs from
TF.L. 6I1-M
and Donald Fogg of Rockland; and
(including tax)
All Seals 50c I plus tax)
Associated with Br. R. L. Stratton Misses Beulah and Phyllis MacLeod
far up the river are collected and
83.84,86-89
81-tf
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IN QUEST OF THE QUINTS

At The Samoset

Waldoboro

25
Camden
26
MON., JULY

TUES., JULY

EXCITEMENT!

\

BARNETT

Mbros.4

CARROLL’ FONDA

THE SAUNTERER

I

CAMDEN
TOWN HALL
SERIES

ISAKEWCG

“LET’S NEVER
CHANGE”

SELL Uitk

taur-Mis

• of Quincy, Ma«6,

assorted.” Thoreau’s 1857 excursion
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25 YEARS AGO

BARRETT BROS.’ CIRCUS
RODEO CHAMPION COMING TO

A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
Rockland and vicinity during thc corresponding period in 1913

Educational Club
Former Sheriff Talks Poli
tics — Minister Tells of
Woman’s Place in Society

It's what

WALDOBORO AND CAMDEN

At the meeting of the Woman's
Educational Club, Friday at the
home of Mrs. Nina Gregory, Glencove, the early afternoon was spent
Charles A Emery left the emplov Mrs. John Resteghini, a son—Pietro
m the usual discussions.
of the lime company to become sec Beneditto Antonio.
A questionnaire on Prohibition
Vinal Haven. June 12, to Mr. and
retary for Mrs. C. H. Berry. He
aroused much debate, the club
succeeded the late Henry M Wise. Mrs Howard Pelky. a daughter.
members generally of the opinion
Hope. May 19. to Mr. and Mrs
P. Ernest Holman was appointed
that conditions under prohibition
a member of the State Board of Ac Lester Merrill, a son.
were much better than now. bad
Hope.
June
14.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs
countancy.
accidents, murders and poverty be
Irvin Wright, a daughter.
Fire caused a loss of $4000 in the
ing some of the results of the pres
Warren. June 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
Dane Credit Co.'s store. Farnsworth
e
ent state of affairs. The murder
Roy Mitchell, a son.
block.
of the Rockland policeman was
Deer Isle, June 15. to Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel T. Mugrldge, veteran sail- D. L. Conary, a daughter.
cited as ar. example of this.
maker, died suddenly, aged 80 yeais
A religious questionnaire revealed
Deer Isle, June 20, to Mr. and
Lobsters were skurce.
that all the members, with one ex
Mrs. Edward C. Rogers, a daughter
E. Carl Moran was acting as con
ception, belived in immortality,
Union. June 24. to Mr. and Mrs.
ductor on the Crescent Beach trol John Lenfest, a son.
many stating their reasons. Nearly
all members were agreed as to the
ley line.
Vinal Haven. June 24. to Mr. anu
Battleship Idaho was tried on ihe Mrs. Preston Young, a son.
existence of a God or governing
Rockland Course.
power, as it was conceded that not
Rockland. June 25, to Mr and
Annie Oakley gave a wonder'ul Mrs. Judson Young of Matinicus, a
only the Bible but nature pointed
exhibition of rifle shooting in con daughter.
to that fact. In this connection an
nection with a Wild West Show
article was read by President Mary
Rockland. June 28. to Capt. and
July Fourth.
Perry Rich to the effect that one
Mrs. Benjamin W Dunton. a
Addie Bloom was elected presi daugter.
“Nobody likes to do business with a
would not deny that a watch had
heading of service is the service the
dent of Rockland Lodge of Hrith
a maker so in the sa me way it would
grouch! You like to see a smile on the
Rockville, June 24. to Mr and
gas gives! Amoco-Gas gives you more
Abraham.
be foolish to say that man had none.
Mrs. Herman Stenfors. a son
man who waits on you . . . But you
service per dollar and more miles per
Frank H Ingraham was appointed
Reach June 22. to Mr. and Mrs
There was a difference of opinion
can’t run your car on smiles. You
filling. Orange American Gas is the
register of probate to succeed Clar- p D Eaton, a son.
as to the extent the Church should
want the smile backed up with a
best buy at regular gas price.
ence D. Payson, deceased.
Rockport. June 28, to Mr and
control the outside affairs of its
real desire to serve.
A H. Sleeper was appointed in- yjrs Roland Crockett, a son.
Heralded as America’s greatest in-1 25 and Camden July 26 Hundreds members and others, too much con
“So — for keeping your car looking
gpector of plumbing.
Simonton. June 29. to Mr. and dependent circus, the Barnett
“When I say ‘At Your Service’
champion arenic stars, famous trol having the effect of driving
A cottage was being built at In- ^rs Charles Morton, a daughter —
away some members who would
its
best — for giving you the best
there’s plenty behind the greeting.
Brothers three-ring circus and I tralned animal Performances, feargraham Hill for Mrs. E F. Crockett, prances Antoinette.
, ,
,,, , less high flyers . agile acrobats, be much benefltted by its Influence.
values
in gas and oil—I am ...
I’m always glad to clean your wind
.
,
. .,
Walter T Duncan took the local | Rockland. July 8. to Mr and Mrs. trained animal show will positively I scores ol. funny
clowns, tumblers, The question as to whether all
shield, check your tires and battery,
agency for the Houston Biscuit Co Fred A Rackliff. a son.
exhibit at Waldoboro July 25 and thrilling aerialists. three herds of Protestant churches should com
and perform other services.
Ginn's Point, Crescent Beach.
Rockland, June 29. to Mr and at Camden July 26 it was an- performing acrobatic elephants are bine brought out the general opinion
opened Its second season with a Mrs Millard F Weymouth, a daugh nounced today. The Camden en- | a few of the menj' sensational of- that there are too many differing
“But to us the big thing under the
band concert.
ter—Ellen Marion.
views to make this possible.
gagement is for the benefit of the i ferings.
A. S. Littlefield and C M. Walker
• • • •
Rockland. June 23, to Mr. and fire department.
i By far the greatest assemblage of
were appointed administrators of Mrs. Clifford G. Fernald, a .ion—
Ex-Mayor Charles M Richardson
In addition to all the great fea- stars ever gathered under the fathe estate of David C. Smith, which Everett Mervin.
tures of a big circus and trained mous Barnett banner are being pre was the afternoon speaker having
was inventoried at $750,000.
Rockland. July 14. to Mr. and animal show a wild west rodeo will sented this year. Two solid hours of for his subject "Important Cam
Dr. W. V. Hanscom was severely Mrs. William J. Frye, a daughter— be presented under the big top Ted thrilling entertainment surpassing paign Issues in Knox County.’’ Ad
burned through the explosion of a Lucy A.
YOUR
DEALER
Lewis, holder of 14 cups for na- anything ever attempted is prom- mitting prejudice In favor of the
steamer sterilizer at the Hanscom
tional rodeo events will be the big ised for the audience at both the D?mocrat Party he said that the
Hospital.
attraction in this part of the pro- afternoon performance beginning at Republican Party had been de
The
marriages
for
this
period
Henry M. Wise. 66. died at his
gram. Ted Lewis is assisted by a 2 o’clock and the evening perform- fined as founded on special privi
were:
home on Pleasant street.
leges and the Democrat Party on
congress of wild riding oewboys. ance starting at 8 o'clock,
Rockland. June 10. Pierre Havener cowgirls and Indians.
William W. Tibbetts sustained a
| In addition to the many thrilling equal right for all He declared
future. She gets the lead cppcsitB
♦ ♦
broken arm while cranking a and Miss E. Arlene Jones.
4Riding, roping, shooting, wild sensations in the big top a huge that while there are wars and ru ♦
Jimmy
Cagney in “Angels With
4friend's automobile.
Rangeley. June 11. Earl W. Mar steers. Brahma bulls, bucking horses menagerie of jungle beasts is car- mors of wars, we are having our + ♦
❖ 4Dirty Faces" . . Olivia de Haviland
t s
+
*
Dr. G. A. Sanborn of Skowhegan shall of Rockland and Miss Ruth J
♦ ❖
and Indian pow wows combine to ried by the Barnett Brothers this own economic difficulties in this •> 4will have to take another vacation
*
*
was elected president of the Maine Tibbetts of Rangeley.
: i
brin ga bit of the old west back to season. Included in the zoological country due In no small way to the t f
before her next picture. Tlie result
Osteopathic Association when th?
Thomaston. June 11, Edmund J. life.
display are several specimens from inventive genius of our countrymen. 4- 4of poor health.
❖
❖
By
Chuck
Cochard
convention met in this city.
Starrett and Miss Nellie M. Healey
♦ *
Feats of the Westerners however the Frank Buck collection. Doors In this connection, he spoke of hls t t
• • • •
Alden Ulmer, Jr., made a daring
Vinal Haven. June 9. Paul G form but one of the many stellar to the menagerie will be thrown early occupation of cigar maker.
Orry-Kelley
Warners ace stylist,
stop of a pair of runaway horses on Peterson of Gottensburg, Sweden
Hollywood—Fame comes suddenly whose first Yankee performance in
attractions with which Col. George open one hour before the programs A large number of persons were
is predicting that corsets will be
Limeroek street.
and Miss Emma G. Tolman of Vina! Barnett will invade Waldoboro July
‘
‘
Algiers
”
with
Charles
Boyer
is
a
’
thus employed ln Knox County ln in Hollywood without any sort of
begin in the big top,—adv.
back in style for women before the
Mrs Rosanna Pollard of Lime- Haven.
those ways and It meant quite a warning! One day a person may be standout, will rival Greta Garbo be end of the year . .
After three
rock street received fatal injuries
Waltham. Mass.. June 9. Ashley
sum of money all going into many one of the thousands of extras in fore long. She has plenty of acting weeks of preparation Norma Shear
when the carriage in which she was Roche of Waltham and Mrs Clara Haverhill. Mass., and Mrs. Mertie oration. Edna Spear; history. Henry
ability.
search
of
work
In
pictures
and
"he
McDonald; essay, Marjorie Bumps; families In this locality. It was
er's latest "Marie Antoinette" wit]
riding interlocked with the wheels Hanlon McNamara, formerly of Ash B. Richards of Hope
• • • *
next he may be a new star. This
Rockland.
June
23.
Hovey
G
oration. Hattie Wentworth; presen thought that cigar making was at
Tyrone (Power opened at the fa
of an undertaker s wagon. The vic Point.
ls
the
case
of
young
Terry
Kilburn.
Merle Oberon's salary for the next
Thompson and Mildred M. Jackson. tation of gifts, Elizabeth Donohue: least one thing that a machine
mous Carthay Circle Theatre
tim was 67.
South Thomaston, June 9. Hugh F
who hails from England. He nnd four years will average $220,000 per
Portland. June 21. Beverly H essay, Lloyd Benner: prophecy. could not accomplish. However a
Hollywood amid a premiere tha
Fred W. Wight completed his Snow of Biddeford Pool and Alice
been in Hollywood a year before
year. But when she gets through brought out everyone in the filn
Kitchen and Miss Marion A Hix Mary Atkins; valedictory, Stella machine was developed that could
service of 13'A years as collector of I. Porter of South Thomaston.
anybody recognized his ability. To
Hallowell Other members of thc do the work of 20 man. "This is
paying British. United States, Cali colony.
both formerly of Rockland.
More than 257 search
customs for the Waldoboro District.
St. George, June 4. Forrest A. Snow
day he is headed for s’ardom all
Waldoboro, June 21. Thomas N class were Letha Boardman, Mary only one example of what the ma
fornia, and New York income taxes lights tvere used lighting the sky
May and June were very cold of Spruce Head and Mrs Annie M
the
result
of
his
grand
role
in
"Lord
plus ten per cent to her agent, plus for the occasion.
Robinson of Warren and Miss Beu Gray, Alice Kirkpatrick. Randall chine age has done In making great
months.
Cobb of Richmond.
Jones. Gladys Mathews, Effie Rich. inroads toward putting labor at Jeff." Others who have achieved the costs of living and looking like
lah E. Vannah of Waldoboro.
“Fast Company'" starring Melvyl
Richard Stearns Fuller was award"
Union. July 5, Robert E. Payson
success and fame overnight this a star she will have the grand sum
Fairfield, June 21. Oershom B Lawrence Rokes, Edwin Stetson. leisure without pay," he said.
Douglas,
Florence Rice, and Clatrd
ed the Hiland L. Fairbanks award of Hope and Bernice A Burkett of
To help combat these conditions, same way are Robert Taylor. Ty of a (little over $7,000 a year. She Dodd is a murder mystery center
Rollins of Camden and Mildred C Hazel Wellman, Maryon Weston,
for excellence in public speaking at Union.
and Gleason Cogan.
Marjorie great movements such as the Town rone Power. Deanna Durbin. Wayne budgets something like $25,000 a ing around a new angle. Tire fine
Richardson of Fairfield.
Bowdoin.
Los Angeles. June 26. Dr. Edward
• • • •
Bumps wrote the ode.
send Plan and Social Security have Morris, Errol Flynn, Eleanor Pow- year for clothes, rent. cars, charity, dialogue makes this picture worth
Rockland was represented at the A. Tufts and Mary K. Dickinson.
- and others
and other items. It certainly costs while. We think you'll like it.
Amos B. Oxton of West Rockport
Warren High School graduation: come into being Older people dis- el1- Nelson Eddy
• • • •
Gettysburg reunion by John W
Union, July 6. Edward Pierpont
• • • •
placed
by
machines
are
finding
it
to be famous in Hollywood.
attended
the
Gettysburg
anniverSalutatory,
Clarence
Gregory;
esTitus, K. K. Rankin, James W of Washington and Miss Gladas
For those persons with an ear to
“
Blockade
'
with
Madeleine Cardifficult
to
change
to
a
new
kind
Universal
cameramen
photo

sarysay. Bertha Hart; history and proward statistics. Warner Bros, buy
Clark, R. Norman Marsh. George F Mears of Burkettville.
of work and it seems to become in- I
graphing Deanna Durbin are using roll. Henry Fonda, and Leo Carrillo
A.
P
Gray's
house
in
Warren
was
phecy,
Gladys
Merry;
essay.
WllThomas, Charles A Jameson, George
Waldoboro, July 12, Ivy F. Brack
seme 810.000 feet of negative and
wide angle lens in her new picture is one of the most timely pictures
creasingly difficult to find work of
E. Morang. A I. Mather. Samuel ett of Portland and Fredona Cooper burglarized, but little of value was helmina Spear; valedictory, Helen
positive film per week (one reel av
any kind, he pointed out. However,
“That Certain Age." because she is ever filmed with a background of
taken.
Brown.
Derby and W. N. Benner.
eraging about 900 feet)—a total for
of Winslow's Wills.
growing up. It makes her look the Civil War in Spain. It is made
he believes that political candidates
At the Palmer quarry, Vinal
vinal Haven High School graouCol. G. L. Black retired from the
Rockland. June 27, Arthur L
the year of 42.120.000 feet. Or
smaller .. . Warners are giving Ann with good taste. It is a preachment
should not take the Townsend Plan
bill posting business after a carter Rokes and Miss Lena F Brewster.
Haven. stone was being cut for the atlon: salutatory. William T Chl'enough for a candid camera fiend
Sheridan a big build-up with the against warfare and misses its
and like movements as a means to
of 48 years. He was at one time
Rockland. June 28. William A Hell Gate arch bridge The Bod- lis; prophecy. M Bernice Hall; vale
to make 336.960 000 shots of you
intention of starring her in the near mark.
ride
into
office,
but
once
in,
should
manager of Farwell Opera House.
Brewster of South Thomaston and well Granite Co. had the contract.
with your mouth open. The same
dictory, Roy Brown.
be alert to promote legislation bene
Mrs.
Olive
C.
Newbert.
79.
died
Mrs. J. E. Rhodes, wife of ex- Mary A. Ripley of Rockland.
studio recovers around 600 pounds
ficial to the County. The candidate
Mayor Rhodes, died at her home on
Rockland, June 29. John W. Watts in Warren
of silver a month from old film in
should also be governed by honesty,
The 14 month' old son of Mr. and
Cedar street, aged 64 years
and Myra L. Gray.
its new laboratory dissolving plant.
right understanding and justice, he
Dr Maynard S. Austin. 61, a Rock
Rockport, June 28. Edwin Storms Mrs. Eugene Smalley of Port Clyde
believes.
“Woman Against Woman" Is the
died from the effects of eating a
land dentist, died at Holiday Beach and Mrs. Hattie A. Collins.

with
goes

the smile

that counts

B
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Alfred Noyes, noted English poet
was a guest at the Aldrich cottage
Tenant’s Harbor.
Charles Rose succeeded Weston
Gray as operator at the Western
Union.
Capt. M W. Woodman sold his
registered stallion Lord Thayer to
Phillips parties.
Eleven boys and 26 girls gradu
ated from Rockland High School.
The program: Hattie M Walters,
salutatory; Grace M. Rowell, essay;
Marion Healey, essay; Alfred P
Condon, history; Arthur W. Bar
bour, essay; Viola F Nelson, essay;
Charles G. Hewett, prophesy; Edith
R. Perry, essay; Rose M. Prescott,
valedictory; Gladys V. Blethen.
poem; Doris Perry, ode.
Grace Follett, who had beer act
ing at pianist at Camden Opera
House, went to Brookline, Mass ,
for a special course in kindergarten.
An electrical storm caused a panic
at the circus grounds. NoboJy was
Injured.
Clarence D. Payson, Register of
Probate, died in Thomaston.
John T. Berry resigned as super
intendent of the Rockland. Thom
aston & St. George Railway. He
was succeeded by Myron J Rollins.
Rev W. J. Daj' resigned as pastor
of the First Baptist Church.

These births were recorded:
Rockland, June 16. to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Benner, a son-Hugh
Merrill.
Thomaston, June 15, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Oliver. Jr., a daughter
Rockland, June 8, to Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice A Dennison, a daughter.
Rockland, June 16, to Mr and Mrs
Angus McInnis, a son—Randall A
Rockland, June 17, to Mr. and

Rockport, June 29. Theodore H
French and Mrs. Etta J. Davis.
North Haven, June 24, Alvin H
Carter and Linda E Beverage.
Holden, June 17, Albert L. Bev
erage of North Haven and Julia P
Miller of Holden.
Wellesley, Mass., July 3. Thomas
R. Pierce, formerly of Rockland, and
Margaret MacKenzie.
Baldwin, July 1, Arthur E. Kellar.
formerly of Spruce Head, and Miss
Bessie Chadbourne.
Warren, June 30, William Belasco of Thomaston and Miss Cora
Dolham of Warren.
Camden. June 26. Ralph D Snow
man and Elizabeth A. King.
Vinal Haven, June 30, Guy P.
Young of Vinal Haven and Alice F.
Hunnewell of Portland.
Rensselaer Heights. Albert O. True
formerly of Hope, and Miss Char
lotte E. Bishop of Oak Terrace.
Rockland, July 5. Edgar H. Rack
liffe and Inez M. Pierson, both of
St. George.
Albion, June 29, Leroy W. Ames
of Matinicus and Miss Hilda E
Wentworth of Albion.
Tenant's Harbor, July 1, Albert
W. Smith and Miss Leah L Smalley.
Rockland, July 8, Asa D. Wad
leigh and Fern S. Carvell, both of
Old Town.
Bucksport, June 13. Leroy D.
White of Old Town and Miss Alice
R. Steadman of Warren.
Rockland. June 18, Milford J.
Snow and Sarah M. Pettee.
Rockport. June 18. Walter Bow
den of Camden and Miss Abbie Wal
lace of Rockport.
Thomaston, June 18. Hudson Hyler of Warren and Miss Bertha L.
Austin of Thomaston.
Hope, Juy 18, Edward C. Powell of
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'avia
portion of a brown-tail moth.
Tenant's Harbor High School
ASK
graduated three students—F B
YOUR
Wall, Julia M. Haskell and Inez M.
GROCER
Hocking.
B. H. Hall was elected president I
of the Rockland High School
Alumni Association.
Edwin Smith, who served manv >
years as Warren town treasurer, and
who had been a member of the
Maine Senate, died suddenly at the
Knox Hotel, aged 87.
The Free Baptist Church at Rock
ville was rededicated. Rev. W, J.
Day preached the sermon.
Kenneth, 10-year-old son of Sid
ney Burton of Thomaston, was shot
in the leg by the accidental dis
charge of a revolver.
J G. Maddocks of Owl’s Head at
tended the Gettysburg reunion.
|
Capt Edward B. Watts, 69. died at
hls home ln Thomaston. He com
manded several ships.
Backed by 3year warranty
William Jameson, 60, died at Vinal (
Haven.
SAVE—
Vinal Haven High School gradu
MONEY — Fairbanks - Morse
ates: Clarence Smith, salutatory;
Penny Meter Proves Lower Op
erating Cost
Alice E. Lawry, prophesy; Victor
Greene, essay; Velma B. Johnson,
SAVEtoast; Waldon D. Osier, essay; Sa- j
work — Fairbanks - Morse
Convenience Makes Every Meal
phronia Tolman, class will; Susie;
Easier To Prepare.
E Wilson, valedictory; Albra B
SAVE—
Gross, ode.
TIME — Fairbanks-Morse Ar
Rockport High School graduation:
rangement Puts Twice As Many
Wesley L. Oxton, salutatory; Alice J
Things At Your Finger Tips.
May Tolman, essay; Bernice S.
AND
—
Parker, poem; Sophie M. Miller,
essay; John
W. Buzzell, essay; I 26% More Usable Space
Gladys S. Miller, history; Granville j
Listen over WLBZ every day
C. Shibles, prophecy; Herbert H.'
1 o'clock for Fairbanks-Morse
Calderwood, essay; Robert W. Paul,
essay; Mary Ann Keller, valedic
tory; Anita C. Leach, ode.
442 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Thomaston High School gradu
ation: Salutatory, Bernice Whitney; j

M.AID 5C

SAVE

with FAIRPANKS-MORSE

House-Sherman, Inc.

story of two women thrown against
If Rockland should return to each other in a small town. The
prosperity, the whole of Knox women—Virginia Bruce and Mary
County would be benefited, he Astor. The man—Herbert Mar
thinks. Industries which make use shall. The stand-out of the picture
of the natural resources of this is the return of Marjorie Rambeau.
locality such as fishing, quarrying I “The Rage of Paris' ’ starring
and allied industries or boat build Danielle Darrieux and Douglas
ing rather than shoe manufactur Fairbanks, Jr. is certainly a worth- I
ing should be promoted, he believes, while opus for the French queen of
An open forum was next in order the cinema to make her initial
in which the liquor question, taxes, American appearance. A fairly
etc., were discussed. Mr. Richard weak story of the gold digger try
son was of the opinion that there ing to hook a millionaire. "The
were many evils in connection with smart dialogue saves the film con- I
Prohibition such as rum running, siderably. There are plenty cf
making intoxicating liquor in thc laughs. Mischa Auer was never (
home, and law violation, and that better. A 2-Ster-Lite picture.
• • • ♦
if the Republicans came into office
they would soon find it necessary to
The Dionne quintuplets are re
raise large sums by taxation in order ceiving $100,000 for their Fox movie,
to care for the unemployed, as, the "Five of a Kind"—$5000 a day. ,
Democrats are now doing.
That's some pay!
Picnic lunches supplemented by
the hostess with coffee and tea were
Seldom do those foreign glamour
in order at 6 p. m.
importations achieve stardom in
The evening speaker was Rev. Hollywood, but the rule was broken
Guy Wilson who spoke on "Woman's this week when Danielle Darrieux.
Place In Society." He pointed out talented young .French actress
that in the case of many a great was unanimously acclaimed a fullman a woman had been a strong in fledged star as well as a box office
fluence. Beginning with the story attraction in her first American pic
of Moses, he showed how the world's ture “The Rage of Paris." A new
greatest lawgiver was able to with foreign importation. Hedy LaMarr.
stand evil and temptation, sacrific
ing what promised to be a life of given as another example of the
affluence to serve hls fellow men. early influence of a good woman.
This, he believes, was due in no
Nearly every inspirational move
small way to the influence of his ment or movement for improving
mother and sister which was so the condition of the underprivileged
strong as to offset his life in the has been promoted by women, he
family of Pharaoh's daughter. declared.
Moses accomplished for the under
The next meeting is to be held at
privileged in his day what the New the home of Mrs. Mary Fales,
Dealers of today talk about but do Thomaston, the coming Friday.
not bring to pass, he pointed out.
Marguerite Gould,
The life of Abraham Lincoln was
Association Secretary.
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Let proof from 103 women
end all doubt about electric
cooking ipeed. For three
months they tested Westinghouse Ranges: cooking
3 meals a day in their own
homes. Now they agree
nothing equals a Westinghouse for speed, better
cooking and more eco
nomical cooking. Read
certified records here.

Terms as low as $4.40 monthly
CENTRAMMAINE
POWK

